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MA.Y 20, 188Z.-Recommitted to the Conmittee on Ap.:>ropriations and ordered to b& 
printed. 
Mr. HIScomc, from the Committee on .Appropriations, submitted the 
following 
REPO}{T: 
[To accompany the bill (H. R. 6243) making appropriations to supply deficiencies in 
the appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1882, and for prior years, and 
for those certified as due by the accounting officers of the Treasury in accordance 
with section 4 of the act of June 14, 1878, heret,ofore paid from permanent appro-
priations, and for other purposes.l 
In presenting the regular deficiency appropriation bill, the Committee 
on .Appropriations submit the following report in explanation thereof: 
The bill is principally based on the estimates presented in House Ex. 
Doc. No. 33, being the annual deficiency estimates from the Treasury 
Department, and upon the estimates in House Ex. Doc. No. 26, claims 
allowed by accounting officers of the Treasury under the act of June 
14, 1878, and House Ex. Doc. No. 202, and other estimates and letters 
amountin·g to about $4,000,000; of wh,ich there is recommended as fol-
lows: (See summary of the principal matters classified under appro-
priate headings below.) 
The bill is made up in the following manner: The first section is 
based mstinly on the House Ex. Doc. No. 33, and is largely for deficien-
cies in the appropriations for the current fiscal year; the second section 
includes most of the matter estimated for in House Ex. Doc. No. 26, and 
the third all that of House Ex. Doc .. No. 202, except the Indian esti-
mates. It should be stated that the original estimate under Executive 
Document 33 was $23,159,690.81, $20,000,000 of which was for pensions, 
which has been disposed of; the estimate has also been reduced by a 
revision of the Indian Affairs estimate, upon which many of the amounts 
had been disposed of in H. R. 4221 and otherwise; the Indian estimate 
was reduced from $782,342.21 to $91,258.22, so that the Ex. Doc. 33, as 
relates to this bill, stood at $2,468,606.02; $292,197.51 was pro vi< led for 
in H. R 4221, and $135,554.79 was disallowed. 
There is also appropriated in the first section the additional sum of 
$2,132,767.22, based upon department letters, manuscript, and printed 
and other letters and applications. 
SUMMARY RECAPITULATION OF AMOU~TS IN BILL. 
For the Department of State (including Yorktown Centennial, $32,328.92) 
Treasury and miscellaneous .....................•.......• _ ... _. _ ..... . 
Court of Claims ............................ ··---· .... ·-·-·· .... ···-·· 
Internal revenue ............................. -- .........••••.....•... 
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Charges and commissioue cases.... . . . . . . . ........................... . 
War Department ...............•..................................... 
Navy Department (including Marine Corps) .......................... . 
Interior Department., miscellaneous .................................. . 
India us ....... .. ...................... - ............... - ....... -...... . 
To complete the taking of the tenth census ........................... . 
Post-Office Department ........................... _ ............... _ .. . 
Department of Justice ......................................... _ ..... . 
House of Representatives ........................................... . 
Pay of two and three years' volunteers ..•... . ...... ___ ........... _. _ .. 
Bounty to volunteers ........•.. ·---- ............................... . 
Payment of arrears to officers and soldiers, United States Army_ ...... . 
District of Columbia .................................... ___ ......... . 
Relief of 1<,. E. Spinner, late Treasurer of the United States ....... ___ . 
Under House Ex. Doc. No. 26, claims allowed by accounting officers of 
the Treasury .......... _ .......... _ ......... _. _. __ .... _ ... _ .. _ .... _. 
Under House Ex. Doc. No. 202, supplementary of the same .. _ ..... _ ... : 
Under HonAe Ex. Doc. No. 184, to refund to the State of Missouri expenses 


















Total . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 506, 863 36 
Amount for Post-Office Department out of postal revenues ............ 3, 266, 639 61 
Amount to Indians to be paill out of their own funds, &c ... ___ .. _.... 219, 951 00 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 486, 590 61 
It is believed that thjs bill -provides, as far as is necessary, for the 
·total existing and estimated deficiencies in the appropriations for the 
service of the government, as the committee have delayed reporting it 
for some weeks to the end that a full and final recommendation might 
be made at once, and the several departments have been made fully 
aware of that fact. 
Here follow various letters from heads of departments and others, 
replies to committee to letters asking explanation and further informa-
tion upon the cause of the de:fi.cency and the necessity for an appropria-
tion. 
APPENDIX. 
DEPARTMEXT OF STATE, 
Washington, May 16, 1882. 
SrR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of t,he 12th instaQt, 
in relation to the proposed compensation of Mr. Chester Holcombe for his services in 
the negotiation of the late treaties with China. In reply to your inquiry, I have to 
say that the law authorizing employment is contained in the act making appropria-
tions for the consular and diplomatic service for the year ending J nne 30, 1881, approved 
May 14, 1880 (21 Statutes at Large, 133, 134), and provides, "For one secretary to the 
commission, four thousand dollars." Under this act Mr. Petbick was appointed sec-
retary. He declined, and Mr. Holcombe, the secretary of legation at Peking, was 
appointed in his place. He bas been paid his salary as secretary aud interpreter of 
legation. The accounting officers of the Treasury have doubts whether be can also 
receive the salary as secretary of the commission. The proposed provision is to inter-
pret the existing law so as to warrant the payment to him of money already appropri-
ated as compensation for work performed by him in addition to the work reqnired of 
him as secretary of legation and interpreter. 
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, 
FRED'K T. FRELil'\G H"LYREN. 
Hon. FRANK HISCOCK, 
Chairman of the Committee 011 Appropl'ialions, House of RepresentatiN8. 
DEl>AH'L\lENT 01<' STATE, 
TVa11hington, March G, 18d2. 
Bm: i i~ave the honor to state thltt I have recuived a communication from the 
Secretary of War, ft orn which it appears that the officer of the Army detai le(l l>y him 
to take charge of the military ceremonies at the Yo~ktowu centenni:;tl celebration, ex-
pended in the entertain meut of the gnests of the nation on that occaswn, at Yorktown, 
the snm of $1,065.7~. This expenditnre was ma,J.e with the expectation that the 
amount wonhl he paicl ont of the appropriation for the expenses of the celebration, 
under an arr:uwement between the \Var Department and the then Secretary of State, 
but the matter ~as lost sight of, and the appropriation being now exhanstetl, there are 
no fnncls at m v J.isposa 1 for the pa,yment of the ver.v moderate and neces"!a ry expenses 
incurred uncler iustrnctions issnecl by the Secretnry of Wnr. T therefore «>arnestly 
recommen<l that an appropriation he made to reimburse the proper officer tlu• above 
sum, which has been actually expended for the entertainment of the guests of the 
nation. 
I have the honor to be, sir, yonr obedient servant, 
FRED'K T. FRELING£H~YREN. 
Ron. FRANK HISCOCK, 
Chainnan of the Committee on App1·opriations, Ilonse of RPpresentatires. 
YORKTOWN CENTENNIAL CO;\Po:riS~ION, 
Washington, D. C., April 10, L882. 
Sm: I have the honor to state that the commission created by the act approved 
March 3, 18t:ll, and of ·which I have the honor to be chairman, were compelled, in order 
to car~y ont t,be provisions of that act, and of the act of June 7, 1780, ofwhich it was 
amendatory, to incur a deficiency in the name of the commission, which rPmains un-
paiil, to the amount of $22,925.76. 
Iu behalf of the commission I respectfully request that the necessary :lP!•topriation 
be made to discharge the same. . 
Accompanying this I inclose the acts of Congress under which tbes<' < XJ >t · ... , \ .. 'l were 
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incurred, together with an abstract of the same and the vouchers therefor, numbered 
from 1 to 35. 
I have the honor to be, your obedient servant, 
JOHN W. JOHNSTON, 
United States Senator, and Cha·i1·man of the Y01·ktown Congressional Commission. 
Hon. FRANK HISCOCK, 
Chairman Committee on ApproJn·iations, House of Representatives. 
This charter party made on the 16th day of June, 1881, by and between the Poto-
mac Steamboat Company of the first part and the Hon. John W. Johnston anrl. the 
Hon. George B. Loring, on behalf of the Yorktown Centennial Commission, consti-
tuted by act of Congress, of the second part. 
1. The party of the first part hereby agrees to charter to the party of the second 
p:nt the steamer George Leary from the 17th of October, 1881, till midnight on the 
21st of thP same month to transport from Washington to Yorktown, and provide with 
meals nnd sleeping accommodations for not more than 250 persons during said pas-
sage from ·washington to Yorktown, the period during which the steamer shall re-
main at Yorktown, and on t·he trip back to Washington, it being understood that the 
steamer is to leave Washington for Yorktown on the 17th of October, and to leave 
Yorktown on her return trip to Washington not later than the 21st of October. 
2. The lHtrty of the first part also agrees to furnish meals to a reasonable number 
of persons, in addition to the aforesaid250, at Yorktown, at the rate of 75 cents for 
each meal for each person. 
3. The party of the second part shall have the use of all the accommodations of the 
steamer of eYery sort, except such as are required for the use of the officers and crew 
.and officers of the company, and the same shall be under their control, the entire care 
thereof, as well as the care and control of the steamer, remaining to the party of the 
.first part, who shall furnish all stores, provisions, and supplies requisite, except wines, 
liquors, and cigars, which shall be supplied by the party of the second part. 
4. The party of the second part hereby agrees to pay for the charter of the steamer 
as aforesaid the sum of $6,000; $2,000 thereof to be paid on the signing of this con-
tract, and the balance, $4,000, before the boat leaves ·washington for Yorktown. 
Should the steamer Le delayed longer than midnight of the 21st of October, 18tH, it 
is hereby agreed and understood t.hat an additional sum shall b~ paid for each and 
every day or portion thereof during which she so detained at t.he same rate as that 
above charged. 
5. lt is further agreed that the party of the second part shall have the priYilege, 
during the period of this charter party, or any extension thereof, to be transported in 
the steamer to any point on Chesapeake Bay, or the tributaries thereof, and they shall 
pay the cost of the coal consumed by the steamer during all such trips. 
Witness: 
'V:.\1. P. WELCH. 
GEO. MATTINGLY, 
Snperintendent Potomac S. T. B. Co. 
JOHN W. JOHNSTON, 
Per L. C. DUNCAN. 
\VASIIINGTON, October 12, 18tH. 
It is herl'h,Y agreed by and between the above-named parties that the steamer Ex-
celsior shall be substituted iu the place of the steamer George Leary, and that the 
party of the second part shall pay therefor an additional sum of $2,000, making the 
total sum payable under said charter $8,000, of which $2,000 liave already been paid; 
$3,000 shall be paid before the steamer leaves Washington nuder said charter, and 
the balauce as soon thereafter as the Yorktown Centennial United State~ Congres-
sional Commission, the said party of the second part, shall have funds sufficient for 
the purpos<', or the same shall be provided by act of Congress. 
It is fnrther agreed anrl. understood that any additional payment for detention of the 
said ste:mwr. as stipulated in the foregoing 0ontract, of which th:s shall be taken to 
be a part, shall be at the rate fixedLy this supplement thereto. 
Witness the hands of the said pa.rties the said 12th da.y of October, A. D. 1881. 
The Yo1 ktown Centennial Commission constituted by act of Congr<'ss. 
By JOHN ,V. JOHNSTON, 
Chainnan. 
Test: 
L. C. DUNCA~. 
This contract was made by the Yorktown Congressional Commission. The balance 
due the Potomac Steamboat Company is $3,000, the payment of which I, as chairman, 
by virtue of express authority from the commission, do hereby approve. 
JOHN W. JOHNSTON, 
Chairrnan of ConunisBion. 
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Sm: Uutll'r::ltanding that the Commit.tee on Appropriations is about to take up the 
deficiency l>ill, I beg leave to call attention to the claim of this company, constituting 
an item of $:~,114 thereon. 
By the contract between this company allll the Yorktown Centenuia,l Commission 
of Jnne 16, 1881, auu supplement thereto of October 12, 1881, it was agreed that $3,000· 
of the charter money of the steamer Excelsior, chartered by the commission of this 
company, should be paid as soon as the commission "shall l1ave fnnds sufficient for 
the purpose, or the same shall be provided b.v act of Congress." 
The Yorktown Centennial Commission being short of funds, this sum of $:3,000 has 
never been paid. 
I snbmit herewith a copy of ijhe contract, but shall not further enlarge on the merits 
of this·claim, l>elieviug that only examination is ueedecl to satisfy the Committee on 
Appropriations that it is just. and proper. The sum of $114 additional is for extra 
transportation, some of it prior to t.he periocl for which the steamer was chartered. 
The whole claim I unclert'!tand is approved l>y Col. H. C. Corl>in and the officers 
connected with the Yorktown Centennial Commission. 
I have the honor to be your ol>edient servant, 
Ron. l!-,RANJC HISCOCK, 
CHAHLES CHAUNCEY, 
P1·esident Potomac Steamboat Company. 
Chail·nwn of Committee on Appropriations. · 
P. S.-I l>eg leave to call attention to the indorsement of the Ron. John "\\"'".John-
ston, chairman Yorktown Centennial Commis~ion, on the copy of the contract here-
with snl>mitted. 
DEPARTMENT 01!' STATE, 
Washington, February 16, 1882. 
Sm: Referring to the estimate of five thonsaml dollars submitted to Congress by 
this departm nt for the expenses of the international commission for the establish-
ment of electrical unity, J have the honor to lay before yonr committee a copy of a 
communication from Prof. George F. Ba.rker, of the University of Penm•ylntuia, ex-
planat.ory of the character of the work which the international commission proposes 
to undertake. 
In view of the deep interest which is felt in this Slluject by men of science, and 
practical electricians in America, aucl of the important bearing which the proposed 
investigations have upon the progress of science antl the develol'men t. of iud nstry in 
this country, I beg to commend to your favorable consideration the views expressed 
by Professor Barkt>r on the subject in his above-named letter, particularly as to the 
sum of money which will be required to make the necessary experiments. 
It will be observed. that the American members of the commission are willing to 
serve without compensation, provided their necessary expenses are defrayed. 
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, 
FREDK. T. FRELINGHUYSEN. 
Inclosure: (Prof. George F. Barker to Mr. Brown, dated February 2, 1882. Ct>py.) 
Hon. FRANK HISCOCK, 
Chairman of the Conunitlee on Appropl'iation1:1, 
House of Bepresentcttives. 
PHILADELPHIA, Feb/'ll((l'y1 2, 1882. 
Sm: In response to yonr letter of January 8, I have to say: 
That the International Congress of Electricians, in session in PariR, in September 
last, voted to create an international commission to be "charged with determining, for 
practical purposes, the length of a column of mercury a square millimeter in cross-
section, which at the temperature of zero centigrade, represents the valno of the 
ohm." 
That the congress requested the French Government to confer with the other pow-
ers with reference to the appointment of a commission charged with the re,.;earehes 
necessary to establish these units. 
That in October, the Ron. L. P. Morton addressed a communication to )lr. SPrrc-
tary Blaine, stating the receipt of a communication on this subject from the tllintster 
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of foreign affairs, and suggesting the confirmation by the United States Government 
of the names already proposed by the congress. These names were: 
Professor Rowland, of Baltimore; Professor Trowbridge, of Cambridge, and Pro-
fessor Barker, of Philadelphia. 
That on October 20 the following cable was received by Mr. Morton from Mr. 
Blaine: "Your suggestion of Professors Barker, Rowland, and Trowbridge, on inter-
national electrical commission, is approved. I will correspond with Professor Trow-
bridge. You will ask Barker and Rowland and telegraph me if they accept this hon-
orary charge." After consultation the following answer was returned: 
"Profes~or Ba1·ker accepts for self and for Rowland, who is in Baltimore." Mr. 
Morton adds: "I doubt not you will receive in clue course an official notification of 
:your appointment from the Secretary of State." 
That in consequence of this correspondence, and notwithstanding the non-receipt 
of the official appoi nt.ment, Professor Rowland and myself believed ourselves entitled 
to act in this matter. And the following resolution, proposed by us, was unanimously 
adopted by the National Academy of Sciences at its session in Philadelphia in November 
last: 
"Resolrcd, That the formation of an international commission upon electrical unit~, 
as suggested by the International Congress of Electricians lately in session in Paris, 
nceives the cordial indorsement of the National Academy of Sciences. And that the 
academy nrges upon Congress the necessary appropriation to enable the members of 
this academy, already appointed on this commission through th~ Department of State, 
to carry out the needed experimental determinations with credit to the country." 
That in view of the present great importance of electrical matters in this country, 
the Unitecl States cannot afford to be unrepresented in an international commission 
created to :fix definitely the units by which electricity is measured. Tbe gentlemen 
namecl ou the part of the United States are willing to serve wit.hont compensation, 
provided the necessar;v expense be defrayed. The first problem proposf'd is to de-
termine the value of the unit of resistance by ascertaining with all attaina,ble accu-
racy the length of the column of mercury of one millimeter cross-se<;tion, which 
at zero C4·ntigrade has this resistance. To make this determination requires the most 
refined ntPans at the disposal of science. Our estimate of the cost of the apparatus 
necessar~' to make this measurement, together with the snbsidiar.v invf'stigations in-
volved in it, including the expense of the determination itself, will not, we believe, 
exceed $10,000. 
In tlw hope that this communication may be of service, I beg to remain, 
Yonr obedient servant, 
)Jr. SEYELLON A. BROWN, 
Chief Clerk, Department of State. 
GEORGE F. BARKER. 
Tm~ASURY DEPARTMENT, 
.Ap1·il 7' 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith, wi1 h favorable recommendation, copy 
of a communication received from the First Comptroller of the Treasury requesting 
that au allowance of $1,000 each be made to two clerks employed in his office for extra 
and valnable services rendered by them beyond the usual office hours during the past 
year; antl in connection therewith to invite attention to a similar communication 
transmitted to your committee on the 2~d of February last. 
I would suggest that this item may properly be considered in connection with the 
recommendation of the department of January 25, Hl82, for an appropriation of $7,570 
as additional compensation to other employes of the department. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. FllANK HiscocK, 
CHAS. J. FOLGER, 
Secretm·y. 
Clwinnan Catnntittee on App1·op1·iations, House of Representaiit'es. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, FIRST C0:\1PTROLLER1S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., April5, 1882. 
SIR: Uefel'l'ing to my letter to you of February 21st last., in which I stated briefly 
the reasons for allowing additional compensation, for extra and valuable services, to 
two clf'rks in thi.s office, John Arthur and Felix Brannigan, I woulcl respectfully rec-
omnH'ntl that such compensation should be not le'!s than one thousand dollars ($1,000) 
to each •. r them. 
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I stated, in the letter referred to, that these gentlemen "have, during the past year, 
rendered services almost daily beyond the usual office hours," and that "these services 
in character are much more valuable than ordinary clerical services"; yet their regu-
lar compensation is only at the rate of sixteen hundred dollars ($1,600) each per an-
num. 
I alluded in my last annual report to the steady increase of the daily work in this 
office, and the difficult questions of law which are constantly arising in the settlement 
of claims involving immense demands upon the National Treasury. It is impossible, 
without the aid of special legal ability and of familiarity with the administration of 
the fiscal system of the government, to give to the multitude of such questions the 
thorough investigation· necessary to their correct determination and to the protection 
of the Treasury. I have received from Messrs. Arthur and Brannigan the benefit of 
these rare qualities; and as the regular salaries which they receive do not form an 
adequate compensation for the exercise of such qualities, even during the customary 
office hours, I trust that the recommendation above made will be favorably acted on 
by Congress. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, 
Ron. CHARLE~ J. FoLGJm, 
Secretm·y of the Treasury. 
WM. LAWRENCE, 
Gornpt1·oller, 
THEASURY DEPARn1ENT1 FIBST COMPTHOLLER'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. G., .Februm·y 21, 188.2. 
SIR: It is understood that the Rccreta.r,y of the Treasury has called the attention of 
Congress to the fact that while the five and six per c<>nt. government bonds were be-
ing con vertea into the extended three-and-a-half per cents., a large number of clerks in 
the Treasury Department rendered ser·vices beyond the usual office hours in order that, 
, if deemed proper, provision might he marle for giving them arlditional compensation. 
In this connection I respectfnlly call your attention to the fact that two of the clerks 
in my office, .John Arthur and Felix Brannigan, the latter of whom has been assigned 
to dnty in this office from the office of the Comlllissioner of Internal Revenue, have, 
during the past year, rendered services almost daily beyond the usual office hours. 
Mr. Brarmigan was assigned to duty here as a law clerk, in which capacity be has been 
very efficient ana usefnl; and I deem it bnt just that compensation should be m~tde to 
him for the additional time over the usual office hours in which he has rendered serv-
ices. I make the same recommendation as to Mr. Arthur, who has rendered valuable 
and efficient services in verifying authorities aud citations made iu my writ.ten opin-
ions and decisionH, in correcting proof from the printers, and otherwise aiding in their 
publication. These services in character are much more valuable than ordinary cleri-
•cal services, and it seems to me that provision should be made for compensation with 
refe1·ence to that fact. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, 
Ron. CHAHLES J. FOLGER, 




Feb1·uary 23, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to forward herewith, for the consideration of your committee, 
eopy of a commnnication from the First Comptroller of the Treasury of the 21st in-
stant, requesting that provision be marie for compensa.tion to certain employes in his 
office for ad1litional services remlered by them beyonrl the usual office hours dnring 
the past year. 
Very respectfnlly, 
Hon. FRAXK HiscocK, 
CHAS. J. FOLGER, 
Secl'etm·y. 
Chainnan Cmnmittee on App1'op1'iations, House of Rep1'esentatives. 
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INS'l'.L~CES Ol!' CO:\fPENSA.'l'ION ALLOWED BY CO~GRESS TO OFFICERS A.~D E:\1PLOYES 
OF THE GOVERNMENT l!'OR EXTRA WORK. 
The Statutes at Large contain many examples of allowances made by Congress to 
officers and employes of the government in compensation for services rendered by them 
beyond the ordinary dut.ies of thmr places and the usual hours of office attendance. 
Among the more recent of such examples are the following: 
The deficiency appropriation act of March 3, 1873 (17 Stat. at L., 5:10,535,536, 542), 
contained an item of $1,000 for W. H. Shirley "for additional clerical services * * * 
in the investigation and settlement of accounts for abandoned and captured property"; 
an item of $1,500 for Francis A. Walker "for extra services and labor performed by 
him while * * * Commissioner of Indian Affairs"; and an item of $1,000 each for 
William M. Ireland 'and J. M. McGrew ''for preparing regulations and instructions for 
the use of the Post-Office Department under the new postal code." 
The sund:ty civil appropriation act of July 31, Ui76 (19 Stat. at L., 105), contained 
an item of $1,000 to ·william J. McDonald for preparing a new edition of the Parlia-
mentary Manual for the Senate. 
Congress has in various appropriation acts during the p::~st twelve years allo\Yed to 
the Chief Clerk and one of the judges of the Court of Claims $1,000 for each volume 
of the Opinions of that court and the Digest thereof, edited by them.-( ride 16 Stat. 
at L., 235, 480; 17 id., 82, 508; 18 id., 108, 369; 19 id., 168, 319; 20 id., 20t:i; 21 ·id., 23, 
237, 413.) 
Congress has also, in effect, authorized the Attorney-General to pay to a clerk in 
his office, for like services in printing recent volumes of the Opinions of the Attorney-
General (21 Stat. at L., 236), $1,000. . 
The extra services rendered in the past year "Ly the undersigned were wholly of a 
legal character, and, it is believed, exceeded in volume those which were rendered in 
any of the cases provided for in the acts above referred to. They were also, except 
perhaps in the case of Francis A. 'Valker, such as called for more special skill, train-
ing, aud knowledge. 
Night after night, Sunday and holiday alike, the pressure upon us was so gteat as-
to necessitate steady, unremitting application, even during the most sultry part ofthe-
summer. 
Very respectfully~ 
Ron. FRANK Hrscocn:, 
JOHN ARTHUR. 
FELIX BRANN1GAN. 
Chairman Committee on Approp1·iations, House of Representatit·es. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, January 25, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith thfl draft of a bill, the pas~age of which 
I recommend, and to invite your attention to the following facts upon which my 
recommendation is based: 
In April last, the policy of continuing, at a lower rate of interest, the five and six 
per cent. bonds of 1881, then about to become redeemable, was entered into and c:u-
ried out by my predecessor without the aid of an appropriation for sncb extra ex-
penses as would naturally arise from the greatly increased operations of the Treasury. 
In order to meet the demands upon the department, it became ut cessary not only to 
add to the force of the divisions having charge of t,he work every employe of the de-
partment who could be spared from his regular duties, but to require the more ex-
perienced ones to give the closest attention to the work in hand, some of them re-
maining at their desks twelve and fourteen hours a day for weeks in snccet:Jsion. 
It was, in a great measure, owing to their fait.hfnl efforts that the goverument was. 
able to complete, within a period of five months, the work of refunding $:)79,560,050 
five and six per cent. bonds. 
It seems but just that men whose energies have been so severely taxed should be 
compensatecl.tor the exr.ra labor performed, especial1y as the capacity of the depart-
ment was for the time practically doubled by their exertions, ::mel I hope that the in-
closed bill, which provides payment for work done outside of and in addition to the 
usual business hours, may be pnssed separatel.Y or as a part of the proper appropria-
tion bill. 
A similar letter has this day been transmitted to the Senate Committee on Appro--
priations. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. FRANK HISCOCK, 
CHAS. J. FOLGER, 
Secretary. 
Chail·man C:J,tmittee on App1·opriati.ons, House of Representatives. 
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SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith, with favorable recommendation, copy 
of a communication received from the First Comptroller of the Treasury, requesting 
that an allowance of $1,000 each be made to two clerks employed in his office, for 
extra and valuable services rendered by them beyond the usual office hours during the 
past year; and in connection therewith to invite attention to a similar communication 
transmitted to your committee on the 23d of February last. 
I would suggest that this item may properly be considered in connection with the 
recommendation of the department of January 25, 1882J for an appropriation of $7,57(} 
as additional compensation to other employes of the department. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. FRA:SK HISCOCK, 
CHARLES J. FOLGER, 
Secretary. 
Chai1·man Committee on Appropriations, Honse of R epresentath·es. 
TREASURY DEPA.RT:\'I:ENT, 
FIRST Co:MPTROLLl<.:n.'s OFFICE, 
Tfasllington, D. C., .April 5, 1882. 
Sm: Referring to my letter to yon of February 21st last, in which I stated briefly 
the reasons for allowing additional compensation for extra and valuable services to-
two clerks in this office, John Arthur and Felix Brannigan, I would respectfully rec-
ommend that such compensation should be not less than one thousand dollars ($1,000 ) 
to each of them. 
I staterl in the letter referred to that these gentlemen "have, during the past year, 
rendered services almost daily beyond the usual office hours," and that "these ser-
vices in character are much more valuable than ordinary clerical services; " yet their 
regular compensation is only at the rate of sixteen hundred uollars ($1,600) each per· 
annum. 
I alluded in my last anunal report to the steady increase of the daily work in this 
office, and the difficult questions of law which are constantly arising in the settlement 
of claims involvin~ immense demands upon the national Treasury. It is impossible, 
without the aid ot spemal legal ability and of familiarity with the administration of 
the fiscal system of the government, to give to the multitude of such questions the thor-
ough investigation necessary to their correct determination, and to the protection of 
the Treasury. I have received from Messrs. Arthur and Brannigan the benefit oft,hese 
rare qualities; and as the regular salaries which they receive do not form an ade-
quate compensation for the exercise of such qualities, even during the customary of-
fice honrs, I trust that the recommendation above tuade will be favorabl~' acted on by; 
Congress. 
I have the honor to be, very re~pectfully, 
Ron. CHARLES J. FoLGER, 
Sec1·etary of the Treasury. 
W:M. LAWRENCE, 
Cornpt1·oller~ 
TREASURY DEPARTME 'T, 
OFFICE 01<' INTERNAL REVENUE, 
Washington, April 4, 1882. 
SIR: I am in receipt of a letter from Ron. Frank Hiscock, chairman of the Committee· 
on Appropriations, addressed to you on the 1st instant, and by you referre<l to this office, 
in regard to the deficiencies in the appropriations for the internal-revemw services for 
the balance of the present fiscal year, and note the inquiries made in said lPtter. The 
question is asked, "vVhy was a less sum estimated for for 1882 than wns expended 
in 1&31, and upon what basis was the estimate for 1882 made, and what has occurred 
since the making of that estimate rendering an increase in the appropriation for the 
current year necessary 1" 
In reply, I will state that the estimate for the fiscal year 1882 was nw<le and sent 
to the honorable Secretary of ihP Treasury October 16, 18t'O, ancl was based upon the 
business of the preceding year. This estimate was $67,000 more than bali been esti-
mated for the preceding year. 
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I respcctfnlly call attention to my letter of January 6, 18t31, published on page 25 
of Exec uri ve Document No. 44, Forty-sixth Congress, third session, where the rea-
sons are fully given why a deficiency appropriation of $1~1,878.08 was required for 
dies, paper, and stamps for the year 1881. 
It must be borne in mind that tbe receipts from internal re?enue for the fiscal year 
1879 were $113,499,621, for the fiscal year 1~80, $123,981,910, and for the fiscal year 
1881, $1:~5,229,91:l, and that the expenditure for dies, paper, and stamps must keep 
pace with the increased collections from year to year. It must also be understood 
that the estimates for a fiscal year are always made at least nine months before the 
commencement of the fiscal year for which they are made, and that it is impossible to 
·foresee the increase of business which makes the increase of expenditure necessary. 
When the Committee on Appropriations had under consideration the deticienr~' bill 
which appropriated $100,000 for dies, paper, and stamps for the balance of the fiscal 
year 1881, they also had under consideration the regular appropriation bill for the 
fiscal year 1882, and I particularly called the attention of the committee to the fact 
that the amount estimatecl for 1882 would not be sufficient for tha.t fiscal year, and 
suggested that it would be well to increase that estimate in the appropriation by 
$131,000, which had been estimated as a deficiency for the fiscal year 1881. There-
ply I received was that the appropriation would be made in accordance with the esti-
mate, and if a deficiency occurred it could be attended to by the succeeding Congress. 
As a justification of the increased expenditure for dies, paper, and stamps for the 
current fiscal year, I have only to point out the fact that the collections for the first 
eight months of this fiscal year are $8,515,918 in excess of the amount collected dur-
ing the corresponding eight months of the last fiscal year, and the greater part of the 
money thus collected was represented by stamps which it was necessary to manufact-
ure a))(l deliver to the collectors to enable them to collect the taxes. 
I inclose herewith a comparative statement of the nnrnber of stamps received for 
issue during the first nine months of the fiscal years 1881 and 1882, from which it will 
.appear that an increase of 70,371,000 stamps was required to provide for the excess of 
collections for the first nine months of tllis year over tlle amount collected during the 
Aamc period last year. 
I have the honor to be, &c., 
Hon. CHARLES J. FOLGER, 
Secl'etm·y of the Treasury. 
Comparison. 
GREEN B. RAU:M, 
Commissionet. 
1879. 1880. 1881. 
Number of stamps to each $1,000 collected..................................... 7.138 7, 343 7, 207 
·Cost of stamps per each $1 ,000 collected .............................. _......... $3 35 $3 45 $3 5~ 
April 5, 1R82. 
Increase of stamps, 1882 over 1881, 70,000,000 for 9 months. 
For work commenced in 1881 and completed in 1882-stamps ............ _.-. $27, 000 
For work commence(l in 1881 and completed in 1882-paper........... .. .. .. 18, 000 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Llp1·il5, 1882. 
SIR: I have to acknowleclge the receipt of your letter of the 1st instant, in regard 
to deficiencies in the appropriation for internal-revenue services for the bala.nce of the 
present fiscal year. _ 
In reply I have the honor to transmit herewith a letter from the Commissioner 
of Inter ual Revenue in answer thereto, and also a statement showing the total 
number of internal-revenue stamps, by classes and denominations, received by the 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, from the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, from 
July 1,1880, to Aprill, 1881, being first nine monl.hs of the fiscal year ended June 30, 
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1881; and also from July 1, 1881, to April1, 1882, being first nine months of fiscal year 
.ending J nne :30, 1882. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. FRANK HISCOCK, 
CHAS. J. FOLGER, 
Secretary. 
Chairman of the Coinmittee on Appropriations; House of Representatit·es. 
A BILL to continue the printing of internal-revenue stamps. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep1·esentatives of the United States of America 
in Cong1·ess assembled, That the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized to con-
tinue the work of printing and preparing· internal-revenue stamps for a period of 
thirty days from awl after the passage of this act, in advance* of <tppropriations to 
be hereafter made, H·nd the accounts of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing for 
the work finished and delivered by it may be audited and sett.led by the proper officers 
of the Treasury Department; a11d a sufficient amount of money, not exceeding $50,000, 
in the Treasury, not otherwise appropriated, is hereby appropriated for said purpose. 
All sums expended under this act shall be charged to and be deducted from any defi-
ciency appropriation made for this service during tbe present fiscal year. 
TREASURY DEPART:\ll<~NT, 
Nay 8, 1f:l82. 
SIR: I ha Ye the honor to inform you that the public buildings at Fall River, Mass. 
HarLford, Com1., Harrisburg, Pa., Nashville, Tenn., and Utica, N. Y., are ready for 
the chaudeliers and other gas-fixtures and that there being no available ap]Jropria-
tion for "furniture and repai::.-s of furniture for public buildings" it will be necessary 
to make provision at this session of Congress for these fixt,ures. 
The bids received under advertisement for these fixtures aggregate $17,0i4.10, and 
I would request that an appropriation of this amount be made. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. FRANK HISCOCK, 
CHAS. J. FOLGER, 
See1·etm·y. 
Chairman Committee on Appropriations, House of Rep1·eseutatives. 
TREARURY DEPARTMENT, 
March 28, 1882. 
Sm: On page 7 o£ the estimates of deficiencies made by this department, printed 
in Executive Document. No. 33, of the present session, is an item of $60,000 to enable 
the Secretary of t.he Treasury to pay what are known as claims in the charges and 
commissions cases. 
This estimate was based npon tbe best data attainable at the time it was made up. 
Later information indicates that the claims still due, and which wiH have to be pa.id, 
largely exceed the amount of the estimate. 
I inclose herewith copies of two letters from counsel represonting claimants, and 
have to reqnest that the estimate in question be changed from $60,000 to $150,000, as 
in any event no more would be paid from the Treasnry than is found to ue dne to the 
respective claimants. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. FRANK HISCOCK, 
CHAS J. FOLGER, 
Secretary. 
Chainnan Cormnittee on Appropriations, House of Representatives. 
* Or in anticipation. 
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• NEw Yomc, March 21, ltlM2. 
DEAR SrR: \Ve have heard indirectly that upon the recommendation of Gt>neral N. 
M. Curtis you have asked Congress to appropriate $6!J,OOO for the payment of there-
maining charges and commissions cases. We do not know, of course, about any other 
cases than our own, nor the exact amount of those. But from the best information 
we luwe, we believe the two cases in which we are the attorneys for the plaintift':; in-
volve more than $60,000, possibly $70,000. WA therefore respectfully submit that in 
asking of Congress an appropriation for this particular class of cases you bear iumind 
that we represent the above cases. 
Yours, respectfully, 
MARSH, WILSON & WALLIS. 
l-Ion. CHARLES J. FOLGER, 
Secreta1·y of the Treas1t1'Y. 
NEW YORK, ~lfarch 23, 11:382. 
DEAR Sm: My attention has been directed to the amount of an appropriation 
($60,000) to pay charges and commissions cases, which I nnderstaucl has been aske1l 
for of the Appropriation Committee by you, upon the recommendation of General N. :M. 
Curtis. Of course, in the absence of any other information on the subject, you could 
not well do otherwise than rely, in some measure at least, on his estimate. It is proper, 
however, that I should state, as the attorney for the plaintiff, in 11_nite a numller, a 
large majority in number of the remaining cases of that description, that it is my he-
lief that it will require nearer $160,000 than $60,000 to pay what remains of these 
cruses. 
It was my misfortune to differ from General Curtis, and to incur his bitter antl re-
lentless hostility, and refnsal to adjust my cases, because I declined to submit to the 
conditions he exacted and obtained from a certain other attorney, viz: First. The dis-
continuance of all cases in which he believed no duty on char~s and commis~irms 
could be recovered. As those cases involved also the claim for excess of fees I did not 
feel inclined to submit to his terms, and the result has been the blocking and, I be-
lieve, the gross misrepresentation of my cases. 
I mention this that you may understand his motive in estimating the amount re-
maining to be paid. I hope, therefore, you will increase your application to at leasli 
$150,000, for I understand there are two or three Ia.rge cases in the hands of other attor-
neys, which alone will amount to $50,000 or $60,000. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. CHARLES J. FoLGER, 
Sem·etm·y of Treasury. 
ALMON W. GRISWOLD, 
Attorney for Plainti.ff8. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., .Ap1·il 7, 18t32. 
MY DEAR SIR: I ba~e the honor to hand you a letter to me from one William H. 
Johnson, asking that I recommend legislation in his behalf. It seems that he has 
made advances to certain persons in New York City who acted officially in the serv· 
ice of the United States as supervisors of election. These advances were made to 
pay to them the amount of their salaries or wages for their services as such officials. 
Johnson took th·· drafts of these persons on the Treasury, or, in some way, some paper 
that was in legal effect an authorization for him to receive their money in their stead. 
But as this paper was taken before their claim for the money bad passed the auditing 
officers of the Treasury Department, he ran foul of section ~477 Revised Statutes, auc.l 
payment to him has been declined, though, as I understand, the claim of the persons 
to whom he made the advances has been audited and allowed-declined for the want 
of an assignment or authority subsequent to the allowance of the claim. As the men 
who acted as supervisors are much scattered, it is difficult for him to now get assign-
ments or powers of attorney. Hence his request for legislation that he be paid the 
amount of the drafts or assignments that he now holds on giving them up as vouchers. 
A section or paragraph to be inserted, if deemed proper, in the appropriation bill is 
here submitted. 
The matters on which satisfaction should be had are these: That he did bona fide 
advance to the several persons the sums that he claims; that he has the genuine 
drafts or assignments, or orders to pay, of those persons; that they represent respect-
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i Yely no more than the persons whose names purport to be fixed to them were entitled 
to respectively. 
Very respectfully, &c., 
Hon. FI~A:NK HISCOCK, M. C., 
Chairmau, 4'·c. 
CHAS. J. FOLGER, 
See1·etary, <]·c. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
March 8, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith, for the favorable consiueration of your 
committee, copy ofletter of the Treasurer of the United States, of March 7,1882, trans-
mitting letter of F. E. Spinner, late Treasurer of the United ~tates, requesting re1ief 
from liability on account of the theft of $47,097.6:), of the fnnrls of the government, 
.J nue ~. 1875, and the deficit of $650.61 therein, February 18, 1875, both occurring dur-
ing his iucn111 bency of said office, and for which he is still held accountable under his 
Loud ou the books ofthe department. 
In order to extend the relief asked, I would respectfully recommend that the follow-
ing clause be inserted in the deficiency bill now pending: 
'·That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to 
credit Francis E. Spinner, late Treasurer of the United StateR, with the sum of forty-
seYcu thousand and ninety-seven dollars a111l sixty-five cents, amount of the deficiency 
of Jnne second, eighteen hundred anu seventy-five, catricd to his de hit on the books 
of the Regi~;ter of the Treasnry, per Auditor's report numbered two hundred thonsand 
nine hnndrPd and twenty-five; and he is further authorized and directed to pay to the 
Tn·a:-mrer of the United States, out of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise ap-
propriated, t.he sum of six hundred and fifty dollars and sixty-one cents, to reim hurse 
::-;airl Treasurer for an amount appearing on his books as a deficiency and known as the 
<le1iciency of February eighteenth, eighteen hundred and seventy-five." 
A copy of the letter of Mr. Spinner referred to is transmittetl herewith. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. FHANK HISCOCK, 
CHAS. J. FOLGER, 
Secretary. 
Chairman Committee on Appi"OJ!I"iation.~, Hou8e of Represenlatires. 
TREA~URY OF TilE UNITED STATES, 
Wa.shington, March 7, 181:52. 
SIR: At the request ofHon. F. E. Spinner, of Jacksonville, Fla., formerly Treasurer 
of the United States, I have the honor to forward herewith his letter addressed to 
yon, m11ler <late of the 27th ultimo, in which he narrates the circumstances attending 
the loss, while he was Treasurer, of certain snms of public money, aml asks favorable 
action on your part in recommending that Congress extend him relief by inserting a 
clause in some appropriation bill authorizing a credit of $47,74~.26 npon the books of 
the Treasury Department. 
The records and information in possession of this office show that the statements 
contained in the letter in question are correct. 
Of the many precedents established by Congress in extending relief in similar cases 
to fiscal officers of the government, the following recent instances are referred to: 
Act March 3, 1871 (16 Statutes, 516), to reimburse I<~. E. Spinner for amount of deficit 
paid by him; clause in the deficiency appropriation act. 
Act March 5, 1874 (18 Statutes, 532), relief of Thomas Hillhouse, Assistant Treas-
urer United States, New York. 
Act Jnne 9, 1880 (21 Statutes, 553), relief of George Eyster, Assistant Treasurer 
United States at Philadelphia. 
Act March 2, 1881 (21 Statutes, 638), relief of Charles Clinton, late Assistant Treas-
urer United States, New Orleans. 
Act February 11,1882 (Private Laws, No. 3), relief ofT. P. Chandler, late Assistant 
Treasurer United States at Boston, Mass. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. CHARLES J. FOLGER, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
JAMES GILFILLAN, 
Treasnrer United States. 
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TREASURY 01~ THE UxiTED STATES, 
Washington, Aprill, 1882. 
Sm: On the 14th ultimo I had an interview with you at the Arlino-ton in regard to 
an application of Hon. F. E. Spinner, of Jacksonville, Fla., for reliefuy the insertion 
of a clause in some appropriation bill authorizing a credit of $47,748.26 upon the books 
of the Treasury Department, being amount of losses sustained by him inl874 as Treas-
urer of the United States. 
At that interview you verbally requested me to call your attention to his applica-
tion, which had, at that time, been referred to your committee by the Secretary of the 
Treasury with favorable recommendation. This note is written in compliance with 
your request. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. FRAXK HISCOCK, 
JAMES GILFILLAN, 
Treasurer Unitt:d .Stafe8. 
Chairman Comrnittee on Appropriations, Honse of Repre8entatives. 
JACKSONYILLE, FLA., February 27, 18,32. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following statements in regard to deficieucies 
occurring in the office of the Treasurer of the United States during the last year of 
my incumbency of that office. 
THE THEFT OF JUXE 2, 1875. 
On the above-11amed day, at abont half-past two o'clock p. m., while the packages, 
of new monev remitted to banks and others in return for mutilated notes redeemed 
were beiug checked off for delivery to the Adams Express Company, it was discov-
ered that there was missing a package of $47,097.65, intended for the National Park 
Bank, of New York City. Immediate and thorough search for the package being m:ule 
without success, notice was at once given to the Acting Secretary of the Tl'ea:sury, 
who !)laced the matter in the hands of the Secret Service Division of the Treasury 
Department for investigation, which was immediately commenced an!l prosecnted, it 
is believed, with commendable activity. 
The package in question, it appeared, httd been put np among the earliest of those 
intended for remittance on that day, and, after having beeu sealed atul adllres:,;ed, 
was placed \Yith othf'r packages prepared for delivery, and was not misse!l nntil de-
livery was being made to the ex:press compan,v as above state<l, in the room immedi-
ately below the cash-room of the office. This package consisted nminly of $:>00 
legal-tender notes, Yiz : 94 notes of $500each, and notes and currency of smaller de-
nominations to make up the amount of $47,0!:17.65. The $500 notes, althoagb clean~ 
and apparently such as had not been used, were, in fact, notes that had been ont and 
l'eturned to the office, but had not been destroyed for the reason that tlwy wore in 
good condition, aucl were used because at that time there was a scarcity of new notes 
of the large denominations; they did not therefore run in regular se<JIH'nee of num-
bers, as would have been the case had the package been made up of notes from 
original packages. 
It was not believed that any person not employed in the room whNe 1his mouev-
was pnt np could have obtained access to the place where these packag-e:,; wen"' kept 
fluring the day, and, therefore, that the theft must have been comrnittNl hy 1m em-
ploye in the room, and probably by one of several whose duties \Hre iu inmw<liate 
connection with these packages, and possibly by one who knew the fad that thP notes 
in this package were not in regular order of numbers, and, therefore, eonlcl uot he so 
readily traced; hut no clew as to the guilty part.r was obtained untH e:trly in Angnst, 
when notice was received from the snperintmHleut of police of the ciry of \Vashing. 
ton that a resident of this city had been reported as being in possession of, and as 
having passeil., under suspicious circumstances, a number of $500 notes at Saratoga, 
N. Y. The clew thus fonnd was followed up, and resulted in the arrest, within a 
few days thereafter, of one Brown, and of \V. H. Ottman, of whom it was alleged 
Brown had received the notes, and of B. B. Halleck, a cle'tk in the otli.ce, employed 
at the time of the theft upon the work of preparing the packages for remittance. 
Under the direction of the Secretary and of the Solicitor of the Treasury, proceedings 
were at once instituted by criminal process for the trial of the parties suspected, ancl 
by civil process for the recovery of such of the money, or its proceeds, as could be 
found in the possession of any of these parties. 
In "the ca'Se of Halleck, an indictment was found at the ensuing term Clf the criminal 
court, and he was found guilty of larceny, and sentenced to be imprisoned at labor 
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for four years. Subsequently a new trial was granted by the court in general term, 
but in the mean time Halleck was discharged on his own recognizance, he testif~·ing 
in the criminal suit against Ottman. 
Ottman was indicted for the larceny of the $47,097.65, and also for recci ving the 
same money knowing it to have been stolen. These indictments weTe sulmequently 
consolidated and twice tried together, the jury upon each trial faili11g to agree. The 
last trial was in 1877, smce which time no step has been taken in the cases. 
At the time the criminal proceedings were instituted a civil suit was brought 
against Ottman in the supreme court of the District of Columbia, for the recovery of 
the amount of the stolen money, and an attachment issued, returned executed 
upon property comprising- . 
A horse and mare, appraised at $1,000, subsequently sold under order of court and 
the proceeds paid into the registry of the court, where it now remains. 
The stock and fixtures of a bar-room, appraised at $7~7.H5, which were subseqnently 
released to the defendant upon his entering into a bond with sufficient snreties to 
make good the value of the property in the event of a jndgme11t against him. 
Certain real estate in the city of Washington, standing in the uame of the defentl-
ant, but which proved to be encumbered to the amount of its value. 
A motion to quash the attachment prevailed in the court of first iustance, but this-
decision was reversed by the general term, to which the case was appealt'd by the 
United States. The reversal was entered on 21st May, 11:577, since which time no 
step has been taken in the case, except the payment into the court of the proceeds of 
the sale of the horses, and the release of the other personalty under Loud, as stated 
above. 
In connection with the criminal proceedings the police authorities of the District 
of Columbia obtained possession of the sum of $19,525, of which $14,500 was obtained 
from the German Banking Company of Alexandria, Va., where it bad been left as a 
special deposit by Ottman; $1,025 was found upon the person of the defendant, and 
$~,950 and $1,050, respectively, recovered from A. M. Proctor and Theo. \V. Brown, 
two persons alleged to have received this money of Ottman for the purpose of haYing 
the notes, which were oflarge denominations, changed, and their identity lost. This 
$19,525 is now in the hands of the Treasnrer of the United States as a special de-
posit, subject to. the order oft.he Commissioners of the Di&ttict of Columbia, the title 
to it ~eing involved iu the pending criminal prosecutions. 
In addition to the foregoing, there was attached $10,000 on deposit in the German 
Banking Company, in Alexandria, in the name of Ottman, and also certa.in shares in 
said banking company and in the Alexandria Marine Railway Company, amounting 
in approximate value to $2,000. No conclusion has "been had to these proceedings, 
which await the result of the criminal proceedings against Ottman. 
It will be seen that by the prompt action taken by the government. the guilty parties 
were apprehended, and nearly enough money ancl property secured and levied upon 
to make good the robbery. 
·That the money in question, or the greater part of it, is a portion of the identical 
money stolen from the cash-room by Halleck, and by him turned over to his accom-
plice, Ottman, there can be no doubt, and it is not doubted that with a proper hear-
ing and with an honest jury the ultimate result will be the restoration to the Treasury 
of money clearly its propert,y and the punishment of the receiver of the stolen money. 
DEFICIENCY OF FEBRl.'ARY 18, 1875. 
There is carried on the Looks of the Treasurer of the United State's an amount of 
$650.61 stated as the deficiency of February 18, 1875, and occurring as follows: 
On that date, in the redemption division of the office, it was found that there was 
a "short," of $1,000 in the canceled money ready to be delivered for destruction. Dili-
gent search failed to recover the amount missing, and it was believed that the money 
lost was notes of a large denomination, possibly one note only, which may have been 
lost or mislaid. Being canceled, it was of no value to a finder, as it could not be used 
or passed. The report of the committee of examination at the time of my retirement 
from the Treasurer's office, on the 1st July, 1875, said committee consisting of Dr. 
John B. Blake, S. E. Middleton, R. H. T. Leipold, and others, contains the following: 
"The stolen package of $1,000 consisted of notes that had been canceled, prt'para-
tory to sending them to aoother division for final count and destruction by macera-
tion." 
This original deficit of $1,000was reduced by an amount of $349.39 found'' ovl'r" in 
the count made by the committee, so that. the actual deficit was $650.Gl as stated. 
At the time of this count and examination the committee stated the lin hilit.ies of the 
Treasurer's office at Washington to be $262,152,429.01, ancl in their report the COillmit-
tee sa.ys _ 
"With the exception of the deficiencies and excesses noted, and wllitb, o11tside of 
the sealed package stolen from the cash room on June 2, 1875, and the package of can-
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celled notes stolen from the Redemption Division on February 18, 1875, are iusignifi 
cant, we have found the money on hand in the Treasury proper to correspond with the 
.amounts called for by the books." 
It is respectfully submitted that the losses herein referred to occurred through no 
fault of mine, or want of diligence or care on my part, and that I should not be held 
Tesponsible pecuniarily or otherwise for a breach of trust by one of the many hun-
drecls of employes of the office who were handling money, and all of whom were of 
good repute and believed to be trustworthy. The losses during my incumbency of 
fourteen years of the Treasurer's office were in amount the veriest trifle compared with 
the immense amounts handled and for which I was nominaUy responsible. 
The theft occurred after my resignation, but before my successor ha(l assumed the 
·charge of the office. 
I remained in Washington for over eight weeks after my surrender of the office, at 
grea.t expense, in order to assist in the detection ·of the thief, and in the recovery of 
the stolen money. In this I was successful, for I did in fact discover the money in 
the German Bank of Alexandria, and made the arrangement for its deli very to me, be-
·fore either Washington City or Treasury detectives had the least clew to it. 
This money was delivered to me by the officers of the bank, but, as it was a part of 
the ident.ical money that was stolen from and belonged to the Treasury, I handed it 
-over to my successor. From this time on, the whole management of the affair was 
·taken out of my hands and assumed by the Treasury Department. The disposition of 
the moneys recovered, the further search for the rest of the stolen money, and the 
prosecution of the thief, and of his then known accomplices, passed from me, and was 
-under the exclusive direction ofthe Secretary of the Treasury, and of the prosecuting 
<>fficers of the District of Columbia. 
Although advised by counsel, and informed by the then Secretary of the Treasury, 
that inasmuch as I had used the greatest diligence and care, and that therefore it was 
through no fault of mine that the money was lost, and that consequently I was in no 
way pecuniarily liable; yet, as I now am:eighty years old, with little hope of living 
much longer, and as the amount of money stolen is larger in amount than the aggre-
gated amount of all my worldly possessions, I desire to have the matter finally arranged 
(luring my lifetime, so as not to leave the legacy of a lawsuit to my heirs, and in 
the meantime be, as I have been, in common with my children and my bondsmen, for 
11early seven years, in a constant state of anxiety on account of the unset·tled condition 
·Qf this matter. 
An application for my relief from the technical liability has been deferred because 
-the matter has all along been in the courts, both civil and criminal, and it was desir-
able that final decisions should be had therein, so that the actual loss could be ascer-
tainetl and someway provided for. But now, in my advanced years, to relieve myself, 
my children, and my bondsmen from further anxiety, I pray that Con~ress may be 
asked to insert a clam;e in an appropriation bill, allowing me to be credited on the 
books of the Treasury for the amount of the theft, and the smaller amount of cancelled 
notes that were lost, and that all moneys that have been recovered therefrom, or that 
may hereafter be recovered, and the overplus that was found due me on my retirement, 
be covered into the Treasury, for the use of the United. States, so that the books of the 
Treasurer may be cleared of these two items, the aggregate of which now stands as a 
·d eficit on said books, although a part of the stolen money is now in the Treasury as a 
·special deposit. 
I Lave the honor to be, most respectfully, yours, 
Ron. CHARLES J. FOLGER, 
Se01·etary of the T1·easun1, Washington, D. C. 
F. E. SPINNER. 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
Washington, May 6, 1882. 
SIR: Incloseil you will please find copy of a letter of the 19th ultimo from Carlos 
·l<'. MacDonald, medical superintendent of the State asylum for insane criminals, at 
An burn, N.Y., together with an account for the support of insane prisoners, charge-
:-aule to the United States Government, to the end of the fiscal year, June 30, 1882, 
being for a period bP.yond their respective terms of imprisonment, and for which there 
is no appropriation available. The rate charged is in pursuance of the authority 
vested in the Attorney-General by section 2 of the act approved June 23, 1874. I 
would respectfully request that an appropriation of $3,423.92 be made to pay the ac-
-count. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. FRANK HISCOCK, 
S. F. PHILLIPS, 
Acting Attorney-General. 
Chairman Committee on Approp1·-iations, House of Representat,ives. 
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STATE ASYLUM FOR INSANE CRIMINALS, 
Auburn, N. Y., April19, 1882. 
SIR: In response to your favor of 17th April, I hand you, inclosed, a statement 
showing the names of insane United States convicts in this asylum, chargeable to the 
United States for maintenance, together with amount due for each to the end of the 
government fiscal year, viz, June 30, 1882, except in the case of James Minor, charged 
to date of death and including burial expenses. 
As these patieJJ.ts are all suffering from chronic, incurable insanity, I would .respect-
fully suggest that provision be made for their support to the end of the fiscal year 
1883. Should you require information more in detail respecting these patients, it will 
be promptly furnished. 
Respectfully, yours, 
Ron. BENJAlUN H. BRE"\VSTER, 
CARLOS F. MAcDONALD, 
Superintendent. 
.Attm·ney-General U. S. A.., Department of Justic·e, Washington, D. C. 
H. Rep. 1274--2 
To the Hon. BENJAMIN H. BREWSTER, 
Attorney-General of the United States of America: 
STATE Ol!' NEW YORK. 
STATE ASYLUM FOR INSANE CRIMINALS, AT AUBURN, N. Y., 
Medical Superintendtmt's Office, April 19, 1882. 
Sm: The follo\viug table contains a correct list of the patients in this asylum chargeable to the United States Government for care and support, 
as authorized by United States Laws of general nature, No. 99, approved June 23, 1874, and by agreement in pursuance thereof between Hon. E. 
Pierrepont, United States Attorney-General, and James W. Wilkie, M.D., medical superintendent, February 21, 1876. 
Name. Date aml term of sentence. 
William H. Rhode November 11, 1871, 
7 Vf'ars: 
Thomas Wright .. May15, 1876,9 years. 
Charles Grandison. June29, 1875, 5years. 
James Minor ...... July 6, 1877, 1 year 
6months. 
By whom sentenced. 
Judge Benedict, U. S. 
district court. 
Judge Wallace, N. 
district court. 
Judge unknown, su-
]Jreme court, D. C. 
...... do .............. . 
....•• Do ........... l ·····················! ..................... . 
Frank Sivver al·ias .AprilS, 1878,3 years ...... do . 
. George Slevin. 
Total ....... . 
CAYUGA COUNTY, 88: 
Date of expira· 
tion of sentence 
by commuta· 
tion. 




From w h e r e r e· 
ceived. Time due for, and rate of support. .Amount. 
.August 11, 1876 .. 1 Nov.10, 18751 Kings_County Peni- ·1 34-5~ weeks to July 1, 1882, at $4.50 ..... ·j $1, 553 78 
I 
tent1ary. 
April14-, 1882 .... July 5,1877 Albany Penitentiary 52 weeks to July 1,1882, at $4.50 . . . . . . . . 234 00 
June 29, 1879 ..... ·I July 8, 1878 ...... do . . . . . . .. .. . . . 178* weeks to July 1, 1882, at $4.50 .... -- I 844 07 
Died Nov. 6, 1878 .. Oct. 2,1878 ...... do............. 6t weeks to November 6. 1878, $27.64-. { 
1 ·A~g~~t{18so::: : l ·xP~~ · 7;i879. 'A:ib~~yP~~ii~~ti~~j ~6~fi~:::?sefg~uij"i,.i882,.~t$4:5o -~:~~! 1 7~~ ~: 
····················•··············•···········:··········1···················· ..................... 1 3,423 92 
Carlos F. MacDonald, medical superintendent of State Asylum for Insane Criminals, in said county, being duly -sworn, deposes and says, that 
the items of the above account are correct and that the disbursements and services charged therein have in fact been made or rendered, and that 
no part thereof has been paid or satisfied. · 
------, 
Medical Supm·intendent. 
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NAVY DEPARTMENT, May 26, 1879. 
DEAR Sm: Having learned that a suit against you for an alleged libel is to be tried 
11 th(l city of Baltimore next week, I deem it necessary to address you this communi-
cation in order to place you in possession of the views entertained by the department 
on the subject, a)ld to express the interest it; feels in the result, on acc•mnt of the 
character of the communication out of which the suit has grown. 
A few days ago I was solidted by the attorneys for the plantiff to produce in court 
the original of this communication, or, in the event of my declining, to furnish them 
with a certified copy. I declined to permit the original to be removed from the Navy 
Department, inasmuch as that is the place provided by law for its safe keeping, and 
the Secretary is made the custodian of all the records, which he can keep nowhere else; 
but I did not then consider myself at liberty to refuse a certified copy, which I sup-
pose the planti:ff will offer as secondar.v evidence upon the trial. If I had, however, 
at that time, fully considered the effect of this, and had been aware of the judicial de-
cision upon the precise quest,ion, I would have declined to fnrnish the copy unless com-
pelled to do so by order of a court of the United States. 
The interest of the department in the result of this trial, arises out of the fact that 
the communication which is charged to be libellous was made by you in express obe-
dience to Chapter XXII. Article 9, of the Regulations for the Government of theN avy, 
which directs that all officers who are rel]nired to for"'ard communications to "higher 
authority" than themselves, shall "state their opinions iu writing, by indorsement or 
otherwise, in relation to every subject· presented for decision." An omission there-
fore on your part to forwanl this communication along with the other papers would 
have been an act of official negligence, for which you would have been liable to censure. 
Inasmuch, consequently, as yonr communication bad reference to public business, 
and was imposed upon yon by your official duty, it ought undoubtedly to be con-
sidered as coufidential, and therefore privileged. It was not published in any legat 
sense, bnt locked up among the records of the department. Its only design was to 
put the department in possession of necessary information to be used in the trans-
action of public business, and it is evident, therefore, that if you are found guilty of 
a liiJel in tbis case it must hereafter deter others in their discharge of like official 
trusts from such a full performance of their duties as the public interests require of 
them. I can scarcely suppose that the court will permit this copy of the communica-
tion to be nsed in evidence against you, on account of the privileged character of the 
original. Yet a sense of duty to the public service, as well as to yourself as an officer 
of the Navy, prompts me to suggest these views of the department for your guidance, 
inasmuch as the pending action is against yourself, indi viduaUy, and not in such form 
as to entitle the department to be heard at the trial. . 
Very respectfully, 
Rear Admiral JOHN L. WORDEN, U. S. N., 
Washington, D. C. 
R. W. THOMPSON,-
Secretary. 
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE, 
Baltimore, May 5, 1882. 
~ MY DEAR Am: In reply to your request for an expression of opinio9- as to the case 
of Maurice v. Worden, I have to say that by direction of the Attorney-General I as-
sisted in the defem~e of the case after its removal to the circuit court of the United 
States. 
The proof was clear that the alleged libel was simply an indorsement on the resiO'-
nation of Maurice, made in compliance with the rules of the Navy. 
0 
The court of appeals, of Maryland, had decided before the removal of the case to the 
Federal court, that the communication was only quasi privileged, and that the defend-
ant was liable if it was false and proceeded from malice. The United States conrt 
felt itself bound by this de<;ision and adopted it. 
The Navy Department having inadvertently furnished the plaintiff with a copy of 
his resignation, and the indorsement thereon by defendant, which constituted the al-
leged libel, they were put in evidence. The conrt held that there was no evidence of 
malice or want of probable cause, and instructed the jury to find for defendant, which 
was done and judgment entered thereon. 
The evidence clearly justified Admiral Worden in what he did. 
He has been, I think, a much injured man. He acted all through as an officer and 
a gentleman, and deserves credit and not loss for what he did. · 
Very truly, 
JOHN H. THOMAS, Esq. 
A. STIRLING, JR., 
United States Attorney, 
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In the Circuit Court of the United States for the District of Maryland, November 
term, Hl80. 
BERNARD MAURICE ~ 
vs. 
,JOH~ L. WORDEN. 
Thi1:1 was a suit claiming $20,000 damages for an alleged libel contained in an offi-
cial report made by the defendant as Superintendent of the Naval Academy at An-
napolis, to the Secretary of the Navy, containing a statement of the reasons forth~ 
resignation by the plaintiff, of his position as teacher of French in saicl academy. 
The pleas were ·not guilty and limitations. Plaint.iff joined issue on the plea of not 
guilty, and replied to that of limitations that he had been kept in ignorance of his 
cause of action by the fraud of the defendant. Issue was joined on that replication. 
At the trial the court instructed the jur.v that there was no evidence on which the 
plaintiff was entitled to recover, and that their verdict must be for the defendant. 
Jury sworn 6th Deer., 1880. On the 13th clay of December 1880, verdict was rendered 
accordingly, and judgment thereon was entered for the defendant on the 8th day of ' 
January, 1881. 
Defendant's costs. ____ .. ____ . _. ___ ..............•••... _ . __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $120 60 
(In pencil:) Cost of certificate .......•........•............•..... -. . . . . . . . . . 75 
(Inpencil) ---····--···--·······-··········--··-············----·~·-·· $12135 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a tme statement or memorandum of the issues 
tried in the above-entitled case, and of the verdict and judgment therein, as appears 
from the papers and docket entries. 
In testimony whereof, I hereto set my nand and affix the seal of the said circuit 
court, this 5th day of May, A. D. 1882. · 
[SEAL. J JAS. "\V. CHEW, 
Clerk of' saic1 Oh·cuit Co~~rt. 
Wa.&hingf(}n, D. C., Mw·ch 11, ltl82. 
Sm: I have the honor to represent to your honorable committee, that on tbe 2d day 
of SeptembPr,, 1875, I entered into a eo~tract vti.th Edward Clark, architect of the 
Capitol, for improving the Capitol grounds-i.e., for laying foot walk wherever required 
in the completion of said. grounds. At the t.ime tl!re contract was made it was ex-
pected and believed that sufficient fu!1cls woula be appropriated to complete the work 
in, not to exceed, two or three years the1·eaftev. Owing, however, to the failure of 
Congress to appTopriate sufficient funds w1thin the time named, or annually, since, the 
work is still unfinished. I could have, within two years after the making of the 
contract, completed the entire work, :had sufficient funds been provided by Congress 
to pa,y me for the work. There is, in my said contract, a provision by which 15 per 
cent. of the amount due me for the work performed shall be retained; and, owing to 
the failure of Congress to appropriate funds necessary to complete the work within a 
reasonable time, this provision is working me serious injury. Prior to 1878, Congress 
appropriated and there has been paid me the amount retained fi·om me up to that 
year; but nothing has since been p~id me on account of such retention. For the 
years 1878 antl 1879 there has been retained, as aforesaid, as will appear from the 
statement herewith inclosed, the sum of $4,5:30.57; and I respectfully request that 
provision be made in the deficiency bill, now being considered and prepared by your 
honorable committee, to pay me the amount retained as per said statement. 
For t,he truth of what is herein set forth, and also as to the character of the work 
performed by me, I respectfully refer you to Mr. Clark, architect, &c. 
Very respectfully, &c., 
. GEORGE W. COOK. 
Hon. FRA.."K HISCOCJr, 
Chairman App1·opriation Committee, House of Representatives. 
ARCHITECT'S OFFICE, UNITED STATES CAPITOl,, 
Washington, D. C., May 9, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to return herewith the letter of Mr. Geo. W. Cook, relative 
to the amount reserved from his vouchers for laying a,rtificial stone pavement at the 
Capitol grounds, which you referred to me. 
Inasmuch as. the statements it contains are correct, I have no hesitation in recom-
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mending that an ~ppropriation be made "for the payment of all sums reserved from 
the vouchers of Geo. W. Cook, which may be unpa1d prior to January 1, 1880, for 
artificial stone pavement laid by him on the Capitol gromuls, under contract of Sep-
tember, 1875 ($4,530.57), four thousand five hundred and thirty dollars and fifty-seven 
cents, or so much thereof as may be necessary." 
When these amounts shall have been paid the snms retained on vouchers paid since 
January 1, 18t:l0, will be ample to secure the United States against loss, in case Mr. 
Cook should fail to make the necessary repairs to this pavement during the term 
specified in his contract. 
Very respectfully, &c., 
Hon. FRAXK HrscocK, 
EDWARD CLARK, 
Architect UnitPd States Capitol. 
Chairman Committee on Approp1·iations, House of Representatires. 
TREASURY DEPARTl\lEXT, 
TJlasl!ington, D. C., May 6, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit to yon a special and a general letter from the 
FirHt Comptroller of this Department, showing the need oflegislation in a particular 
case, or of legislation that will provide for all like cases; and of saying that, in my 
judgment, the hill prepared by the First Comptroller and hereto tram;mitte!l wonltt 
be provid<.'nt and advisable legislation. 
Very respectfull~·, &c., 
The Hon. FRAXK HisCOCK, 
Chairman, 9·c. 
CHAS. J. FOLGER, 
Sec-retary, <)·c. 
TREASURY DEPART:\IEXT, 
FIRST COMPTROLLER'S O:FFJC!i~, 
Washington, D. C., May 5, 186~. 
SIR: The books of this office show a balance of $644.38 due to William H. Greenleat 
on his regular public land account as late receiver of public moueys at Benson, Minn., 
and on his account as receiver of public moneys for the sale of Sioux Indian lands 
there is due from him the sum of $408.58. As the amount $644.38 due to him (as an 
overdeposit) lms been covered into the Treasury and stands to the credit of moneys 
unappropriated, there can be no action taken by this office so as to transfer enough of 
the $644.38 due to him to close the amount $408.58 due from him on his Sioux Indian 
accounts, anti at the same time pay to him the residue, $~35.80, which wouldclose his 
accounts on the books of the Treasury. 
The Hon. H. B. Straight, of Minnesota, has asked that this statement might be made 
to you to the end that you might make a report to the appropriation committee of 
the House of H.epresentatives of the status of the accounts of Mr. Greenleaf as given 
herein, with a view of having the said committee recommend the necessity of making 
the appropriation to pay and close the accounts of Mr. Greenleaf on the books of the 
Treasury. 
In the annual report from this office for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1880, page 
10, your attention is called to the subject of unpaid balances, and the recommendation 
made by my predecessor in his annual report for the previous year on this subject was 
Tenewed. 
If the commit.tee recommend tl~e appropriation, it should be for the whole a.mouut-
$644.38-providing that $408.58 of the amount shall be covered to the credit of Mr. 
·Greenleaf on his Sioux Indian account to dose the same, and that the residue, ~235.80, 
be paid to him by Treasury draft. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. CHARLES J. FOLGER, 
Secreta1·y of the Treasury. 
\YM. LAWRENCE, 
Comptroller. 
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TREASURY DEPARTME~T, FIRST COMPTROLLER'S 0 :FFICE 1 
Washington, D. C., May 6, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to direct your attention to the following statement and sug-
gestion which were made to your predecessor in my annual report for the year ending 
J nne 30, 1880 : 
"In the adjustment of the accounts of receivers of public moneys and oth r officers 
·whose dut,y it is to collect the revenues of the government, such officers are charged 
with the amount of their collections and creil.ited with the amount of money deposited 
by them in the Treasury. · In many cases officers have deposited by mistake more 
money than they have collected, thus creating a balance in their favor. 
"The seventh clause of the ninth seetion of article 1 of the Constitution prohibit 
the payment of any money from the Trva.suryexcept in consequence of appropriations 
made by law. Th~ above accounts come under no appropriation now existing, for 
the money deposited and <(OVered into the Treasury constitutes an unappropriated 
fund, and the accounts of such officers under appropriations for the payment of their 
compe11sation and the expenses of their offices are kept entirely distinct from their 
accounts for the collection of revenues. In the absence of a provision for the payment 
of balances upon the latter class of accounts, they haYe accumulated from year to 
year uutil quite a number now stand upon the books of the department. It would 
be a great convenience if means for their payment should be provided." 
If Congress will authorize the settlement of the accounts in flHestio~, it will not 
involve the actual payment of money from the Treasury except in ra.re cases. For 
instance, a receiver has two accounts open; on one of them a balance is due to him, 
on the other a balance of like amount is dne from him. In order that both accounts 
ma3· be closed by a transfer from one to the other, it is necessary, unrler the Treasury 
system, that an appropriation shall be available for the'' payment" of the balance 
dne to the officer. But this payment will be generally one of form merely, and not a 
payment in fact, as the amount will be carried to the account on which the balance is 
due from the officer. 
A draft of the bill to effect the desired object is herewith submitted. lf approved 
by you, I respectfu11y request that it be referred to the chairman of the Committee on 
Appropriations in the House of Representatives, with the recommendation that it be 




NoTE.-The draft in question is section 3 of the bill to which this is the report. 
Hon. CHARLES J. FoLGER, 
Secretm·y of the Trea8U1'Y· 
--vv AR DEPARTMENT, QuARTEir.\IASTER-GExERAL's OFJ<'ICE, 
Washington, D. G., Mm·ch, 1882. 
SIR: Referring to the request as contained in the inclosed communicat.ion from the 
clerk of your committee, dated March 17, 1882, I have the honor to snhmit the follow-
ing statement pertaining to the appropriation for Army transportation 1880-11:!81: 
The appropriation for that fiscal year (1880-1881) was . ____ ....•.. ·- __ . $4,000,000 00 
Remittecl to disbursing officers to June 30, 1881 .• : •.. ------ ...... .... 3,986,471 57 
Claims paid through the Treasury·----- ............ ____ ............. ·
Credit deposits to June 30, 18tll _____ ...... _ .... ___ ... ___ .. ___ . , _____ . 
Balance of appropriation on hand J nne 30, 1881 ... _. ~ _. _ ... _ ........ . 
Credit deposits received since June 30, 11::!81 ... _. ~. ___ .. __ ...... _ ... __ 
Available since June 30, 1881. ..... ------ ............ ·-·---·----· ~---
Accounts payabh• from appropriation and received at the Quartermas-
ter-General's Office since J nne 30, 1881 .... ____ .. _____ . ____ . __ .. ___ _ 
Paid since that date ............ ________ ·-·--··----- ____ ·----··· ____ _ 
Deficiency ___ ... _ ... _ ... ___ .. _. _ . ____ ..•.••. __ . _ . __ . __ ..... _ .. 
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From information received from officers of the Military Division of :Missouri, there 
is a doubt if all outstanding indebteoness or unpaid vouchers are yet reported here. 
In order to provide for payment of all such accounts the Quartermaster-General 
stated the deficiency in round numLers at $400,000, and that amount will doubtless be 
required. 
Inclosed I transmit a statement which seems to account for the unusual and neces-
sary expenditures during the fiscal year 1~80-'81 in general terms. 
The transportation of supplies of all kinds to the new posts from liltes of mi I way by 
wagons to the posts proved very expensive. . 
The following is a list of land-grant railroads and the accounts of their earuings in 
the fiscal year 1880-'81 so far as tiled iu this office. Many of these accounts are not 
yet audited, and it is probable that many have not yet reached this office fur exam-
ination: 
Atchison, 'J'opeka and Santa Fe...... . . . . . . . • • • . •..............•...•.• 
Chicago and Northwestern ............. __ .....•.•... --- .............. . 
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy .......... __ ._ ........................ . 
Chicago, Milwaukee aud Saint Paul ________ ------ ............ ------ .. . 
Chicago, Rock Island anu Pacific ............ -----· ................... . 
Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha ..•••. ···--· ............. . 
Cincinnati, Saint Louis and Chicago .................................. . 
Hannibal and Saint Joseph __ ................ _ .......... _: ......... -- .. 
Illinois Central ............................... - ............... -- ..••... 
Kansas City, Lawrence and Southern ... _ ................. _ .......... .. 
J\Iobile and Ohio . _ ........... _ .........•...... __ ........ _ ..... _ ...... . 
Morgan's Louisiana and Texas ............................. : .. ...... .. 
Missouri Pacific ....................... _ ..............••......... -.... . 
Northern Pacific ..................................................... . 
Saint Louis and San Francisco __ .............. _ ... __ .......... __ .. __ .. 
Texas Pacific ..............................................•.......... 
Wisconsin Central ............................................ -- .... .. 
Burlington and Missouri .............. __ ................ __ ........... . 
Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha . _ ............................... .. 
Saint Paul and Sioux City ............................................ . 
Louisville and Nashville and connections .. ------ .......... · .......... .. 
$I::H, 251 49 
6,810 72 
1,163 95 









1, 4~ 917 
It ~37 9.8 







Total ...........•.••• ·········--•·----·--·············--·------- 173,150 10 
Appropriations were made by acts of Congress for payment of like accounts for other 
years, March 3, 1879, February 24 and March 3, 1~81, but none for the fiscal year 
1880-'81, the period for which this deficiency estimate of $125,000 is made. 
Explanation in full as to payments for this service generally will be found on pages 
104,105, 106, and 107, Annual Report of the Quartermaster-General, 18~1. to the hon-
orable the Secretary of War, and also in General Orders No. 69, Adjutant-General's 
Office, 1 8t:!O (copy inclosed). 
Very respectfnlly, your obeuient servant, 
RUFUS INGALLS, 
Quarterrnaster-Gene1·al, Bl'eret Major-General, U. S. Army. 
The Ron. the CHAIRMAN 
OF TilE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIO.XS, 
Hou8e of Rep1·esenl(l-tit'e.'J. 
Cause8 of increa8e in t1·anspm·tation service during the fiscal yem· ending ,Juue 30, lti81. 
(1.) The permanent esta,blishment and maintenance of camp on \Vhite River, Colo-
rado, 144 miles by wagon-road from Rawlins, Union Pacific Railroad; which point is 
969 miles by rail from Fort LeaYenworth, the headqnarters of the department, and 
chief base of supply. . 
The ca.mp was garrisoned <lnriug the year with nine companies of caYalry and in-
fantry. One item of expense was the transportation in the fall a.nd winter of 1880 of 
lumber and material for building q narters and shel'tering the troops dnriug the winter, 
costing very nearly $100,000. 
Camp on Snake River, 64 miles from Rawlins, garrisoned with two companies of 
infantry, also occasioned considerable additional expense for transportation during 
the year. 
(2.) The establishment, of new post on Uncompahgre River (175 mil~s by wagon-
roa<l feom Alamosa, Denver and Rio Grande Railway, and 945 miles by rail an<l wagon 
from l'ort Lt>aYeuworth), to " 'hich post fifteen companies of cavalry and infantry were 
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sent and where they have been maintained at extraordinary expense on account of 
transportation; both wagon and rail transportation in that region costing more than 
double the average cost in other sections of the country. 
(3.) The reoccupation of old Fort Cummings, N.Mex., for use as a field post, has 
entailed additional transportation expenses. 
( 4.) The opening of the transcontinental railroad route through New Mexico (via 
Deming) anrl. Arizona has diverted traffic to Arizona points from the former route 
around via Lathrop and Sacramento. Hence shipments to military posts in Arizona. 
were, as a rule, sent through'Kansas, Colorado, and New Mexico, swelling the accounts 
of the railroads located in Department of the Missouri to unprecedented amounts. 
(5.) The Nineteenth and Twentieth Regiments of infantry interchanged station, dur-
ing the year. Thfl Nineteenth was sent from the posts it occupied in Department of 
the Missouri (Leavffilworth, Hays, Dodge, and Gibson), and relieved tbe Twentieth 
I nfan tr~· of the posts it occupied in Department of Texas, on the Rio Grande, and the 
Twentieth was moved to Department of the Missouri to the posts which had been oc-
cupied b~· the Nineteenth. This movement of nearly a thousand men, with the neces-
sary freight to accompany them, cost about $50,000, a large portion of which is charged 
in accounts pertaining ro the Department of the Missouri. 
The transportation expenses above referred to may all be consideretl extraordinary 
and additional to what were usually incurred in former years. 
To the above items may be added the cost of transportation of material for construc-
tion at the following-named stations: 
New post at Fort Lewis, Colo. 
Temporary post at Gunnison River, Colorado. 
Completion of Fort Missoula, Mont. 
New post at Fort Maginnis, Mont. 
New post at Fort AssinaLoine, Mont. 
WAR DEPART:\IENT, 
QUARTER:\fASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., March 23, 1882. 
SIR: Referring to my report npou the deficiency estimate for $400,000, on account 
of transportation of the Army, dated March 21, 1882, I have the honor to embody-
herewith copy of a dispatch received this day from the chief quartermaster Depart 
ment of Missouri, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, consideration of which, iu connection 
witil that report, is request,ed; to -wit: 
"FoRT LEA VEXWORTH, KANSAS, March 21, 1882. 
"QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL, Washington, D. C.: 
"Depot CJnartermaster here reports railway accounts to amount of $20,000, pertain-
ing to last fiscal year, received this month, made up and sent out for signature. Also 
that accounts to the amount of $10,000 more will probably come in. All received prior 
to this have been forwarded. One contractor for wagon transportation verbally re-
ports $:~35 due him on oill of lading not yet presented. 
"BINGHAM, 
"Chief Quartermaster." 
From which it will appear that accounts to the amount of $30,335 remain yet to be 
settled under the appropriation for deficiency asked for for this department, in addi-
tion to those reported. 
Very re!;!pectfully, your obedient servant, 
RUFUS INGALLS, 
Quartemwster-G-eneral, B1·cl'et Majo1· General, United States Anny. 
Hon. CHAIHMAX OF THE CoM~HTTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, 
House of Representalires. 
DEPAR'r:\IENT OF THE INTElUOR, 
Washington, Februm·y 23, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to invite your attention to the inclosed communication from 
the C9mmissioner of Indian Affairs, presenting an amendment authorizing the depart-
ment to aftord relief to the Kaskaskia, Peoria, \Vea, and Piankeshaw Indians, located 
at the Quapaw Agency, Indian Territory. The amendment in question calls for no 
appropriation, but only authorizes the application of a portion of their funds for the 
relief of a present and pressing necessity, their crops having failed through.drought. 
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A copy of the petition of the Indians is herewith inclosed, showing the necessities 
·of the case. 
A similar communication bas been thi day ad(lressed to the chairman of the Com-
mittee on Appropriations of the Senate. 
Very res pectfnll~', 
Ron. FRA:NK HrscocK, 
S. J. KIRKWOOD, 
Secretary. 
Chairman Comrmttce on Appl·opriations, House of Rep1·e8entalives. 
SIR: The petition of subscribers, members of the Kaskaskia, W ea, Piankeshaw, and 
Peoria tribe oflndians of the Quapaw Agency, Indian Territory, respectfully·sboweth: 
That they are in a destitute condition, owing to the total failure, the past year, of 
all kinds of crops, and that unless they have relief soon many will suffer great bard-
ships personally and lose the greater part of their li ,.e stock ; that they have a large 
surplus of funds in the United States Treasury, which, if paid to them, will afforcl re-
lief from destitution and want, and prevent many from becoming a public charge; 
that they do not ask the general g·overnment to assist them directly, but through Con-
gress by an appropriation of moneys from their own funds. 
They most earnestly pray that the honorable Commissioner cause a l1i1l to lw pre-
pared and presented to Congress, at as early a day as possible, for the appropriation of 
$15,000 of their surplus fund to relieve the pressing wants of the people. 
That at no time siuce their removal to the Indian Territory have they been in a 
more impoverished condition, and that if their prayers are answered they will be able 
to live comfortably and feed their stock, which otherwise must be sold or perish. 




Hon. H. PRICE, 
And 56 other signatures. 
Commissioner of Inclia11 Affairs, Washi11gton, D. C. 
Dr•>PARTMRXT OF JusTICE, 
Washington, Ma1·ch 3, 11)82. 
S:m: The attention of the Committee on Appropriations of the Honse of Represen-
tatives is respectfully directed to the npcessit.y of providing for the payment of the 
deficiencies existing in former appropriations for the expenses of the comts of the 
United States, and to the necessary legislation for the adjustment of other claims, 
herein enumerated, if their payment meets with the approval of Congress. 
Herewith is inclosed a copy of a letter from the First Comptroller of the Treasury, 
dated January 16, 1882, to the Secretary of the Treasury, in which he states that there 
will be needed to supply deficiencies in appropriations for expenses of United States 
courts, as follows, viz: 
For the year ending June :~o, 1880 : 
Fees of district attorneys .......... --- ......... --· ......... ---· ··- ••....... S~5, 000 
Fees of clerks .. _ ........ _ .. : . ... __ ... _ •...... -~ .. __ . _ ...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 000 
50,000 
For the year ending June 30, 1881: 
Fees of clerks. ____ ................ _ ...• ___ ................ _ ... _. _ ..... __ .. $25, 000 
Fees United States commissioners .......... _. _ .......... _ .... __ ... _ .. _. . . . Hi, 000 
For the yE>ar ending June 30, 1882: 
Fees and expenAcs of marshals-----·------ ...............••.•. ···--· •••••• 
Fees of district attorneys ... _ ..... _ ..... _ ......... _ . __ .. __ . _ ... ___ .... __ .. . 
Fees of clerks ......... _ ....... __ ........... _ .......... ... _ ... _ ........... . 
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I would also estimate a deficiency for t.he year ending June 30, 1881, in expenses 
of Territorial courts in Utah, $6,000; principal1y arising from the expenses of the 
penitentiary for April, May, and June, 18 1. 
For the year ending June 30, 1882: 
FPes of jurors ...........• J. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • $20, 000 
Fees of witnesses.... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 25, 000 
45,000 
The unusual demand made upon the fees of jurors aml witnesses by the expenses of 
the Guiteau trial and the "Star Ronte '' cases, necessarily protracted, requires larg-er 
snms than those which ordinarily suffice for the service of a year. 
Your attention is directed to the fact that Congress has made no provision for the 
payment of special deputies at the Congressional elections of 1879, 1880, and 1881. 
The services were rendered by the:se officers under the legislation which created them, 
and having discharged their duties, they naturally expect that Congress will provide 
for their payment. Permit me to refer you to the annual report of this department 
for the year 1881, pages 15, 16, as bearing upon this matter, and expressive of the 
Yiews of my predecessor, and to the copies inclosed of letters from the department, 
dated April 30, 1879, March 8, 1870, June 6, 1879, December 15, 1880, to the Appro-
priation Committees of the Senate and Honse of Representatives. 
According to the information now before me, it is believed that for this purpose 
there will be needed for the year 1879, for an election in the State of California, a sum 
not exceeding $7,600; for the elections in October and November, H:l 0, $100,000; and 
for the elections in1881 in New York City a probable amount of$5,000. 
I transmit herewith a copy of a letter from United States Senator Benjamin Har-
rison, dated February 20, 1882, respecting the legislation necessary to pay the judg-
ment and costs, amounting to $802.16, in the case of L. P. Mulligan v. A. P. Hovey 
et als., in the United States circuit court for Indiana in July, 1t;71, if the payment 
meets with your approYal, the salJle being recommended to your favorable consider-
ation. · 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. FRAXK HISCOCK, 
BENJAMIN HARRIS BREWSTER, 
Atton1ey-General. 
Chaitntan Committee on Appropriations, HoMe of Representatives. 
(Telegram.) 
NF.W YoRK, Mm·ch 3. 
S.utcEL :\leLLIKEx, 
Deprtttrnent of Justice, Washington, D. C. : 
I estimate for special deputy marshals of election in 1880, $45,000; for election in 
1881, $5,000-total, $50,000. 
• HENRY E. KNOX, 
United States Mm·shal. 
UNITF.D STATES SENATE CHAMBER, 
Tr'"ashington, Febtuary 20, 1882. 
Rm: Dnriug thP war (in l&G4, I think) some arrests were made in Indiana of civil-
ians who were charged with disloyal. acts. Among these was one L. P. Milligan. He, 
with others, was tried before a military commission in Indianapolis, found guilty and 
sentenced to l)e ext>cuted. The sentence was commuted to imprisonment, and upon a 
decision of the Supreme Court Milligan was tinally discharged, the Court holding that 
the military court had no jurisdiction. ~Iilligan then sued the officers composing the 
court for false imprisonment, &c. I was Pmployed by the PreRi\lent (General Grant) 
to defend. The trial was a long o1.e, and resulted in a verdict of $5 for the plaintiff. 
This Yerdict carried costs agaiw;t the officers, the aggregate d' which was $80~.16, as 
11er statement· accompan~·ing. }~xecntion bas been in the hantls of an elisor ever since, 
and remains unexecuted. As these officers acted under military orders, as members 
of the court, I thin1,;: they should not be subjected to the costs now in judgment against 
them. I woul<l therefore respectfully request yon to recommend to Congress an ap-
Jiropriation to pay the jndgment and costs. 
Yc>ry reRpcctfully, yonrs, 
Hon. B. H. BREWSTER, 
Attorney-Genetal, United States. 
RENJ. HARRISON. 
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SIIERU'l!''S OFFICE, MARION COUNTY, INDIAXA, 
Indianapolis, February 19, 1881. 
Statenwnt of juflgment, interest, ancl costs due on execution in the case of Lambdin P. Milli--
gan vs. Alvin P. Hovey, et al: , 
Nu. 1472, United States circuit court, district of Indiana. 
JudgmE>nt Jnly 15, 1811. .•••• --·· ....•. ..... .•.••. .....•. ...• ...... $5 00 
Interest to July 15, 188L ..... ---·· .......•••........... ----·· ....•• 3 00 
$8 00 • 
Costs taxeu on· execution in the hands of elisor .... - .....••••..••... 
Accrued costs due elisor ..............•....................... -..... 
773 50 
20 66 
794 16 · 
Total judgment, interest, and costs....... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . 802 16 · 
HENRY C. ADAMS, 
Eli soP. 
TREASURY DEPARTl\IENT, FIRST COMPTROLLER'S O:F.FICE, 
Washington, JanuaTy 16, 18tl2. 
Sm: I l1ave the honor to transmit herewith, for your information, a copy of a letter. 
written by me to the Secretary of the Treasury on the 14th instant, subrnitting esti-
mates for appropriations to supply deficiencies for expenses of United States courts. 
Very respectfully, 




TREASURY DEPART:.\IENT, FIRST COMPTROLLER'S 0FFIOE, 
Washington, D. C., Jannary 14, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to request the ret.tun of my letter of yesterday, and, in lieu 
thereof, to submit the following estimates of sums needed to supply deficiencies of" 
appropriations for expenses of United States courts, viz: 
Year ended June 30, 1880: 
Fees of district attorneys...... . • . • • . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • • • . . . . • • • . . . • • • . . . . . $25, 000 00 
Fees of clerks ..... _ ....................•••... _......................... 25,000 00 
Year ended J nne 30, 1881: 
Fees of clerks ...... _ ..... _ ............•.. _. _ ....•............ _ ........ : 25, 000 00 
Pees of commissioners ............ _._ ....••••...... _ •.•...... _.......... 16,000 00 
Year ended J nne :30, 1882 : 
Fees and expenses of marshals...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 50, 000 00 
Fees of district attorneys ...•........ _ ....... _ ••...... _........... . . . . . . 25, 000 00 
Fees of clerks .•.••. _ ......••••...•••. _ ................••••.. __ ·••. . . . . . . 55, 000 00 
Fees of commissioners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . 55, 000 00 
In explanation of the above I have to say that there are now in this office, await-
ing payment, accounts for the following amounts : Fees of district attorneys, 1880, 
$ll:1,703.38; fees of clerks, 11-180, $19,776.19; fees of clerks, H:l81, $20,159.35, and fees of 
commissioners, 18tll, $12,615.29. It is presumed tl1at the difference between these 
amounts and the above estimates may be required to }lay accounts for the years 
named, which are coming in almost daily. 
Appropriations made for fees of marshals, clerks, attorneys and commissioners for 
1882, are less by the following sums tllan the appropriations for 18tH: Marshals 
$50,000; clerks, '30,000; attorneys, $45,000; commissiOners, $40,000. The sum pro-
vided for marshals for 1H81, was no more than sufficient. Por fees of clerks and com-
missioners there were large deficiencies. 
To supJ>ly <.l(' ficiencies of appropriation for expenses of Territorial courts in Utah, 
the followiug sums are re(1uired : 
Year ended J nne 30, 1880...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . $2, 877 76 
Year ended June :30, 1881...... ...... ...... .... ...•.. .••••. .••••. .... .... 4, 732 22 
Very res}lectfully, 
Hon. CHARLES J. FOLGER, 
Secretary of the Treasury, 
Wl\L LAWRENCE, 
Coinptroller. 
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
Washington, DecernbeT 15, 1880. 
Sm: From statements received from the Unite(!. States marshal, it is ascertained 
that there will be needed the sum of $100,000 to pay special deputy marshals at the 
last elections in October and November last, .when Representatives in Congress were 
{)hosen. 'l'hese special deputies were appointed under section 2021 Revised Statutes 
of United States. I therefore respectfully request that Congress .• uake for this purpose 
.an appropriation of $100,000. 
Very respectfully, 
CHAS. DEVENS, 
A ttor'ney- General. 
Ron. J.D. C. ATKINS, 
Chairman Co.mmitlee on AppropTiations, Hou.se of Representatives. 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
Washington, January 23, 18t:l0. 
Sm: In reply to your communication of the 21st instant, I now inclose a copy of 
.all the correspondence in relation to the appointment and payment of supervisors and 
special deputy marshals at the recent elections in the States of California and New 
York. I desire to remark, in connection with the letter of October 14 last to the chief 
supervisor at San Francisco, that I was not aware when it was written that the law 
of California allowed five days for registration, and that six days were spent in can-
vassing the vote, which I now understand to be the fact, so that the days in which 
the supervisors might be required to perform duty, including registration and elec-
tion, might have been more than was specified in that letter. It may, therefore, here-
after be found that these officers are in justice entitled to payment for the full number 
of days authorized by the Revised Statutes. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
CRAS. DEVENS, 
R-on. J. D. C. ATKINS, 
..:1 ttm·ney-General. 
Chainnan Appropriation Cmmnittee, House of Representatire8. 
LTelegram.] 
Cll.\8. DEVENS, 
SA~ FRAXCISCO, December 10, 1879. 
Attorney-General, Wasllington, D. C.: 
Yes; in first and second Congressional districts. Amount dne about $7,600. 
A. W. POOLE, 
United States Marshal. 
DEPARTMENT OF J:USTICE, 
Washington, Jww 6, 1879. 
SIR: In answer to your telegram, I would reply that no amount has heretofore been 
.specifically appropriated to be applied to the payment of United States deputy mar-
shals for services attending at registrations and elections. It has been included under 
the general appropriations for expenses of United States courts, &c. 
The language of the present appropriation by act approved June 20, 1878, is as fol-
lows: "Expenses of United States courts: For defraying the expenses of the Supreme 
·Court and circuit and district courts of the United States, including the District of 
Columbia, and also for jurors and witnesses, and expenses of suits in which the United 
;States are concerned; of prosecutions for offenses committed against the United 
States; for the safe keeping of prisoners, and for defraying the expenses which may be 
incurred in the enforcement of the act approved February 28, 1871, entitled 'An act 
to amend an act approved May 30, 1870, entitled "An act to enforce the rights of citi-
zens of the United States to vote in the several States of the Union and for other pur-
poses," or any acts amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto,' $2, 750,000." 
The act of February 20, 1t3il, and acts amendatory thereof and supplementary 
thereto are embodied in title 26, Revised Statutes, and the United States deputy mar-
shals have beEln paid during the present fiscal year for their services in attending to 
registrations and elections under the above stated general appropriation, which in-
cludes the enforcement of the act of February 28, 1871, &c., among the objects to 
which this general appropriation is to be devoted. 
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It will be observed, by referring to former appropriations for this department, that 
this language is substantially that adopted in previous appropriations for recent 
years. 
Very respectfully, your obeuient servant, 
Hon. J. D. C. ATKINS, 
CHAS. DEVENS, 
Attorney-General. 
Chairman Conwtittee on Appropriations, House of Representatives. 
DEPARTMENT OJr JUSTICE, 
Washington, April 30, 1879. 
SIR: i submit herewith a detailed statement of the number of deputy United States 
marshals employed in each city, town, or place, appointed under the provisions of the 
Federal statutes, by the marshals of the United States, to attend at elections in the 
several States duril1g the past year, as called for by resolution of your special com-
mittee communicated to me in a letter dated March -t, 1879. 
It will be seen that the whole number of deputies appointed who serYed were 5,494. 
Of this number 5,001 were appointed under the provisions of the law relating exclu- , 
sively to elections, and 493 were appointed in certain districts uy virtue of the powers 
conferred upon marshals by section 780 Revised Statutes, to appoint deputies with 
general powers to preserve order and keep the peace. 
Those appointed nuder the general authority of the marshals were not entitled to, 
and, so far as I am informed, have not received the :five dollars per day JH'ovicled under 
the election laws for special deputies. 
I ought also to add that some of the special ueputies appointed under the election 
laws ha,·e not received the per diem provided, it appearing that the places for which 
they were appointed did not contain a snffi cient number of inhabitants to justify such 
payment. These instances have been noted on the table. 
This tabulated exhibit has been made up from returns received from the marshals, 
which are also herewith furnished, and which contain the names of all deputy mar-
shals employed as above stated. 
The marshals of the several judicial districts were instruoted to furnish these returns, 
this department not containing at the time the information called for by your com-
mittee, as I explained in my letter of the 8th ultimo. 




A ttorney-Genm·a l. 
Hon. \VILLIA:\1 A. vV ALLACE, 
Chairman, g'·c., United States Senate. 
Table showing 1uwtber of deputy United States marshals appointed on the occasion of th£ 
Congressionc~l elections, Nove·rnber 5, 1878, and the places where ernployed. 
[Appointed under the election laws, unless otherwise designated.] 
District . City or town. 
Alabama: 
Northern district . . ............................................••...... . ........ 
Middle district .................. . .... Robinson's X-Roads...... ... . . . 2 
(Appointed under the general an- Kendall's Store ................ . 
thonty of the United States mar-
shal.)' 
McGehee's Switch .......•...... 
OlclElam .........•••........... 
Dooley's ....................... . 





Southern district .. ................. . . Montgomery.................... 83 
of marshal.) 





(Appointed under general authority I 
(Appointed under section 2021) ... .. Mobile ••••••....••.•... . ........ __ 9 , 
92 
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Table showing nurnber of deputy United Seatesntarshals, g·c.-Continued , 
District. City or town. 
.Arkansas: 
Eastern district ..................... . .Arkansas County .............. . 
.Appointed under general authority 
of marshal.) 
Pennington .... .' .. ............. . 
Moro .......................... . 
Clay ... : .........•........•..... 
Owchita ...................... . 
River ......................... .. 
Eagle. .......................... . 
Palestine ....... ,. : ............. : 
Marion ....................... .. 
Washington ................... . 
Caddo ........................ _. 
.Amity .. -- ... - - ...... - - ... --- .. . 
.Alpine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . 
Greenville ..................... . 
I~~~~n~~~~---·_-_·::_·_-_-_-_-_-_-:: ::::::1 
South Fork ................... .. 
Elkins ........... ............. .. 
Missouri. ...................... . 
Beech Creek ................... . 
.Anderson ... ...... ............ .. 
Manchester ..••.. ............. .. 
Welb:me ....................... . 
Howard ....................... . 
Union ......................... . 
Lick Mountain ................ .. 
Griffin ..............•........... 
Gregory ...................... .. 
Point Remove ................ .. 
Petit Jean ..................... . 
::~~~t:;::::::: _-::::: : : : : : : :: : : :: 
Powell ........................ . 
Bay Bridge ........••..•........ 
Mamella ....................... . 
Lester ........................ .. 
Black Oak ..................... . 
Poplar Ridg;e .. .•.•......•...... 
Jones borough ................. .. 
Texas ..... , ......•............. 
~~~eC:fi:{d ·_-_-_-_~:.::::: ::::::::::: 
Smith .......................... . 
Ninien ......................... . 
White Oak ..................... . 
Bammon ....................... . 
Miller ......................... . 
Jasper ......................... . 
Lee ........................... . . 
Retand ........................ . 
Prairie ................. •••.. .... 
Ozan, No. l .................... . 
Ozan, :!"/' o. 2 .................... . 
Bois d' .Arc ..................... . 
SpringhilL ..................... . 
Garland ville .................. .. 
Garland, WhiteOak ........... . 
Red Land . . . . . . ........... ... . 
Saline {Hempstead County) .... . 
De Roan ....................... . 
Wallace burg ................... . 
Mine Creek .................... . 
Fenter ...... · .... ............. _ . 
~~~fr~~t-~::::: ::::::::::::::::::: 
Derache ...................... .. 
Valley ..... . ................... . 
~f~a~c::ek.'.'.'.'. :::::::::::::::: 
Saline {Hot Springs County) ... . 
Magaet Cove ................... . 
{Not given) . .................. .. 
Birch ......................... .. 
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S,~ I Total number of 
~:"§l~ de'putiesin 
o - ~ district. 
City or town. 
o.S.S 
------~: z __ --
.Arkansas-Continued. 
Eastern dh1trict ...................... Union.-- ...... -- .. - ...... ------
Village __ -- .. ---·-· ............ . 
.T efferson ....................... . 
Vongine ............. .. ... ------
Bargne ....... ... - ... -- - - - -. - - .. 
Bolivar .................. ... ... . 
~}!~b·:B~;-~~:::::: ::::::::::::: 
~~t\it~~~-:-:":"::::::::::::::::: 
Melton .... .... ................. . 
~~~~~~~1~----_-_·:::::::::::: :::~:: 1 
~~~Efngt~~ .- .-:: :::: : : : : : :::::::I 
Victoria ....................... . 
Pastoria ....................... . 
~i~~=~~ ·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_-::::::::::::: I 
Mil!!souri (Nevada County) ..... -I 
Boughton ... --.--- .... ----- .. -- -1 
~!fr~~~i~:i-~~-~~: :::::::::::::I 
~:i~~: :·_-_-_::: ::::::::::::::::::: 
Petit .Jean ........ ... .......... . 
Casey .......................... . 
New Tennessee ..... . .......... . 
.Alpine ......................... . 
McCool ........................ . 
Manelli ............... ." ........ . 
Thompson .............. : ...... . 
Missouri (Pike County) ........ . 
Wolf Creek ................... .. 
Clark ......... ........... --· ... . 
White ...... · ................... . 
Muddy Fork .................... / 
Bremer ......................... 1 
I 
Little Rock ............. -------~ 
.Ashley ......................... . 
Borlgett ........................ . 
~!~~~!{~:::::: .·::::::::: :: ·.::. 
Eagle . . . . . . . ~ ...... -. -.....•••. 
Fourche ....................... . 
Gray ........................ ... . 
Owen .......................... . 
Young ......................... . 
Ellis ........................... . 
Eastman .................. . .. .. . 
Mineral. ....................... . 
Pyeatte ........................ . 
Union (Pulaski County) ....... . 
Big Rock ....................... . 
Roanoke ...................... .. 
Spring River .................. .. 
,Jane's CrePk ................... . 
Union (Randolph County).------~ 
ElevenPoiuts .................. . 
Davidson ................ ..... .. 
Columbia ...................... . 
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Table showing nu,1nber of dep1tty United States marshals, £fc.-Continued. 
<ll't:J 
~~ 
Distri~;t. City or town. ~j~ 
'S"8 ~ 
~-S~ 
Florida: ( DuvalCounty .................. ! 60 
t 
Alachua County ................ I 10 
Marion County . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
Northern district (appointed un- Columbia County ............... ' 9 
der the general authority of the ) H~milton County .... . .......... 
1 
11 
marshal, and not paid by the/ Madison County................ 44 
United States). I Leon County.................... 19 
Wakulla County ................ 
1 
1 
Jackson County............ . . . . 13 
l Escambia County............... 9 
Southern district ..................... / .................................. == 
Gt>orgia: 1 
Northern district (appointed under Rome .......................... . 
the general auth0rity of the mar-
shal, and not paid by the United 
States). 
Southern district.................... . Savannah . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . ...... 24 
Illicois: 1 
No1thern district ..................... Chicago......................... 215 
Indi~~~t~-~~. ~i_s_t~~~~::::::::::::: ~::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~::::::: 
fi11~~!; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~i~ ~ij~L~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~ I :::: ~i~: 











Maine .. ................... . ............ . . . ..... ................... ......... !~~ if~ne. 
Maryland ................................ Baltimore ....... ................ 1 698 
698 
M 1 tt 5 Boston. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 211 
assac mse , s ........ - · · ·- · · · ·- ·- · · · · · ~ Lowell . __ ...... _ ............ _. _ 13 
---, 224 
Michigan: 
Eastem district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Detroit . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Western district ........•............................ : . ............. ~ ......... . 
Minnesota .......•........................... : . ................................... . 
Mississippi: 
Northern district .......................................... ............. ....... . 
Southern district .... , ......................................................... . 
:Missouri: 
Eastern district ...................................•............................ 
Western district ...••....... .......... ......................................... 
Nebraska .......................................................................•.. 
Nevada (appointed under general author- Virginia City................... 9 
ity of marshal). 
Carson............. ......... .... 4 
Reno.............. ............ 1 
Winnemucca . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 1 
Elko.................... ........ 1 
Austin.......................... 1 
Pioche......................... 1 
~~~~!~::::::::::::::::::::::::: I ~ 
~---
~ :: ~e~~J>;~~~~: ~::::::: : :::::::::::: ::: .. ~!~~~~!-~~-:_:_:_:_::::::: ~::::::::: ~ - ... i~~. 
Hoboken·. ...................... 19 
New York: 
Northern district .................... . ±;~:k::::::::::::::::::::::::: i! 
Buffalo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109 
Elmira.......................... 14 
Oswego. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 16 
Roehester. .. . . . . .. . . . .... .. . . . . 54 
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Table showing number of deputy United States nw1·shal8, ~f'c.-Continue<.l. 
Distriet. City or town. 
Total 'lumber of 
d!'1mties in dis-
trict. 
NewYorkqity ................. I1,2GO 
Pouglikeeps1e ... ......... ...... 13 
l~rooklyn ....................... ,~ 
Long island City......... .. .. • . 16 
New York-Continued. 
Southern district .................... . 




Eastern district..................... . ........................••....••........ . None. 
Western district........... . .......... . . . .. ... . . ...... .... .. ...... .•.••. . . . . . . . None. 
Oregon . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None. 
Ohio: 
Northern district ... .................. . ... .. . .. . . . ...... ...... ...... .... . . . . . .. None. 
Southern district..................... Cincinnati...................... *74 
(Of these, eight refused compensa- t3 
P••••r•:::.: ..... ···_-·················- ~· -································ ---~ 71 
Eastern distrirt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia.......... . . . . . . . . . . 773 773 
·western district ...................... Scranton........................ 19 19 
Rhode Island ....................................................................... None. 
South Carolina.......... . ............... Charleston...................... 46 46 
Tennessee: 
Eastern district . .. ..........................................•...............•. None. 
:Afiddledistrict . ........................................•....•................•.. None. 
"\Vestern district ................................................................ None. 
Texas: 
Eastern district ..................... . 
(No per diems were charged by or 
paid to deputies at these places.) 
Galveston ...................... . 
Houston . ..................... .. 
Hal thorn ....................... . 
Willis ......................... .. 
Montgomery ................... . 
We stem district . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . Marshal. ...................... .. 
(In thi::~ district only general dep11- CEalyvsle.ar·nt -~~~l_d_s_: ._ ._ ._ ._ -_ -_ -_ -_ -__ · _· _· .--. -.---
ties were employed : none were } . . . . . 









Vermont .......................................................................... . 
Vir~~!t~rn diskict . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richmond. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 





Western district...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None. 
West Virginia...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None. 
Wisconsin: 
Eastern district ....... ........................................ :. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . None. 
Western district ................................................................ None. 
TERRITOHY: 
.Arizona ........................................................................... . 
Dakota ........................................................................... .. 
Iclabo ............................................. . ............................... . 
Montana ....................................... , .................................. . 
New Mexico ...................................................................... . 
{
Santa Fe .................... .. 
No per diems were charged by or paid to Belen .. · · ·-- .. -- ·-- · .. ·---- .. · 
deputies at these rlaces. ~~~i~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::: 





Not heard from. 
Not heard from. 
10 
Utah ............................................................................... None. 
-;~~~~y;;;~~- :·_·_-_._._._._._._._._._._._._·_·_·: :::::::::: 1: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ~~~:: 
*.Appointed. tExcused. 
SUMMARY. 
Total number of special deputy United States marshals ....................... 5, 001 
'l'otal number of deputy United States marshals, appointed under general au-
thority of the United states marshals ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... .... 493 
Grand total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 494 
H. Rep. 1274:-3 
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
Washington, March tl, 1879. 
'SIR: I have received a resolution of the committee of wllich you are chairman, re-
questing me to furnish to the committee a detailed statement of the number of deputy 
marshals appointed under the provisions of the l!'ederal Statutes by the marshals of 
the United States, in connection with the elections in the several States during the 
past year, the names of such deputies, and the names of the States and districts in 
which they were employed. 
I would respectfully inform the committee that the deputies in general are appointed 
by the marshals under the authority given to them individually by section 2021, Re-
vised Statutes, et seq., and their accounts, therefore, are rendered c:lirectly to the 
Treasury. 
· I am not able, therefore, to at once furnish the committee with the information it 
desires, but will immediately communicate the resolution to the marshals and endeavor 
to obtain that which is desired. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
Chai1·man, g·c., United States Senate. 
CHAS. DEVENS, 
Attorney-General. 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
Washington, March 9, 1882. 
SIR: Referring to my letter of the 3d instant respecting existing deficiencies, I now 
inclose copy of a letter of the First Comptroller of the Treasury, of this date, stating 
that there is a deficiency in the appropaiation for fees of marshals for the year ending 
June 30, 1tl81, which .be estimates at $60,000. He explains also why it was not ren-
dered earlier. You will please endeavor to secure legislation for the amount above 
specified and the appropriation stated. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. FRANK HrscocK, 
BENJAMIN HARRIS BREWSTER, 
Attorney-General. 
Chairman Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
FIRsT CoMPTROLLER's OFFICE, 
Washington, D. U., March 91 1882. 
Sm.: I have the honor .to report that the appropriation for fees and expenses of mar-
shals for the year ending June 30, 1881, is exhausted, and it is estimated that there 
~ill be a deficiency of $60,000. This is brought to your notice with the view of get-
ting the matter laid before Congress for an appropriation. The condition of the fund 
could not be ascertained until the accounts for the fiscal year were all, or nearly all, 
rendered. 
V cry respectfully, 
Ron. BENJAMIN HARRIS BREWSTER, 




FIRST COMPTROLLER'S OFFICE, 
Washington, April17, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to report that for the final adjustment of accounts for fees 
and expenses of marshals for the year ending J one 30, 1tl80, there will probably be re-
quired, in addition to the balance on hand, the sum of $30,0001 and I respectfully re-
quest that you will please make application for a deficiency appropriation of that 
sum. 
The balance on hand is only $940.57, which is far short of the sum needed to pay ac-
counts already adjusted. 
Very respectfully, 
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
Washington, .Apt·il18, 1882. 
SIR: I herewith inclose copy of a letter from the First Comptroller of the Treasury, 
dated the 17th instant, in which he states that there will be a probable deficiency for 
fees and expenses of marshals for the year ended June 30, 1880, the sum of $30,000. 
In compliance with his request, I respectfully make application for an appropriation 
to meet the deficiency Dco'tmed. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. FRANK HISCOCK, 
BREWSTER, 
.dttorney-General. 
Chairman Committee on App1·opriations, House of Representatives. 
NAVY DEPARTMENT, 
Trashington, April26, 18~2. 
SIR: After taking occasion to revise the estimates of appropriations which will be 
required by the Navy Department for the balance of this fiscal year, and which 
should be included in a deficiency bill, I have the honor to submit herewith a detailed 
statement of the same, aud to respectfully request favorable consideration thereof. 
Very respectfully, 
\VM. E. CHANDLER. 
Secretary of the Navy. 
Hon. FRANK HISCOCK, 
Chairman Committee on Appropriations, House of RepTesentatit·es. 
DEFICIENCIES. 
Estimates of approprictiions 1·eqttired by the Navy Depm·trnent joT fiscal year tnding June 
30, 1882. 
Contingent Navy (see Memorandum No. 1) ............... _ .. . 
Contingent Equipment and H.ecrniting (Memorandum No.2) .. 
Contingent Navigation (Memorandum No.3) .......••........ 
Contingent Ordnance (Memorandum No. 4) _ ......••.......... 
Completing measurement of velocity of light (Memorandum 
No5) .............................••........•..••.••..•... 
Pay Marine Corps (Memorandum No.6) ..................... . 
Clothing Marine Corps (Memorandum No.7) .............. _ .. . 
Contingent Marine Corps (Memorandum No. 8) · .....•.••...... 
Transportation and Recruiting Marine Corps (Memorandum 
Regular, 1882. 
$15,630 00 $100,000 
12,000 00 5,000 
2,000 00 1,500 





No.9) ................................................•... 3,00000 
Forage Marine Corps (Memorandum No. 10) . . . . . . . . . •• . . . . . . . fl, 008 0:3 
Construction and Repair (Memorandum No. 11) ...•.......••• 150,000 00 





Washington, Februm·y 13, 1882. 
SIR: In snmming np the expenditures under Contingent Navy, for the current fiscal 
year, I find that extraordinary liabilities have arisen, largely due to unexpected ex-
penses abroad, which render a farther appropriation absolutely necessary to meet the 
demands of the remainder of this fiscal :vear. 
The appropriation for the year was $100,000, and there has ueen expended up to 
this time $72,734.39, leaving a balance on hand at date of $27,265.61, which will not 
meet the wants of this appropriation for the rest of the year. By a more perfect sys-
tem of settling the accounts of disbursing officers than has before been in ope: ation, 
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the expenditures made abroad are charged up currently. These liabilities have been 
unusually large, and have been paid promptly without regard to the estimated ex-
penses. The floating observatory at Japan is an instance, costing about $500 per 
mouth. Nearly every vessel afloat has contingent expenses, which are now taken 
from the appropriation by a monthly cash settlement, which has not heretofore been 
done. Then again, the "expenses of courts-martial and courts of inquiry with wit-
ness fees, stationery, traveling expenses, and all other costs have been mt1ch heavier 
than in previous years. It must be apparent from this statement that the business of 
the department will be delayed and crippled if limited to $27,265, for the absolute 
contingent expenses for the balance of this fiscal year. 
I have the honor, therefore, to ask for an additional appropriation of $15,000 to be 
immediately available. 
Very respectfully, your obedient serv-ant, 
Hon. PRANK HISCOCK, 
WILLIAM H. HUNT, 
Sem·etary of the Navy. 
Chairman Comrnittee on Appropriations, House of Representative3. 
CONTINGENT NAVY. 
For legal expenses incurred by Rear-Admiral John L. Worden in defending the suit 
of Maurice against him, for alleged damages caused by the official acts of said Admi-
ral Worden in the discharge of his duty while superintendent of the Naval Academy 
in 1872, being on account of the service of the fiscal year 1882, $630. 
No.2. 
CONTINGENT EQUIP::\iENT AND RECRUITING. 
This appropriation is completely exhausted, and $12,000 is necessary to defray accru-
ing expenses during the remainder of t.he current fiscal year, 
The item of transportation alone amounts to more than the whole appropriation for 
the present fiscal year. 
No.3. 
ME:\IORANDUM CONTINGENT NAVIGATION. 
Deficiency under '' Coutingent Navigation 1882," on February 8, 1882, inclu-
sive of expenditures by vessels abroad as far as reported. (Reported to Sec-
retary February 8, 18tl2) ______ ..... _. _____ . _. __ ... __ .. ___ .. _ ••• __ ••...... $584 16 
Expenditures reported from vessels abroad since February 8, 1882 ......•• __ . 57 52 
Bills approved under " N avigatiou 1882" for freight, &c., properly chargea-
ble to" Contingent Navigation 1882," since February 8, 1882.... ... ..• .... 160 53 
Total deficiency April 20, 1882 ••••••..••.. ______ .. _ •.••••• _ .•••• _ _ _ _ _ 802 21 
The freight of 35 boxes of astronomical instruments from Madras and Singapore to 
New York is to be paid, besides the necessary current expenditures for the service to 
June 30, 1882. 
No.4. 
CONTINGENT ORDNANCE. 
On January 11, 1882, the Bureau of Ordnance requested that $1,500 be appropriated 
under above head to meet demands for freight, &e. 
Contingent Ordnance is now entirely exhausted, and no freight can be legally paid. 
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No.5. 
CO?IiPLETIXG MEASURKMEXT OF YI~LOCITY OF LIGHT. 
NAUTICAL ADIAXAC OFFICE, 
BUREAU OF NAYIGATIOX, NAVY DEPARTl\IENT, 
Washington, D. C., JanuaTy 24, Ul82. 
SIR: I have the honor to ask the attention of the department to the need of a small 
appropriation for completing the measurement of the velocity oflight, which has been 
in progress during tbe last two summers. These measurements were undertaken in 
pursuance of a recommendation of the National Academy of Sciences, for the pur-
pose of obtaining a more accurate value of the solar parallax than could be derived 
in other ways, as is more fnlly explained in a letter addressed by me to the depart-
ment, a copy of which is inclosed. · 
In this letter the cost of. the experiments is estimated at $7,000, but only $5,000 was 
required at that time, and only that amount has been appropriated. Indeed the re-
sult!• as now obtained would be satisfactory but for certain discordances between them 
when obtained under different conditions. These results are in kilometers, per second. 
From Fort Meyer-
Kilometers. 
To Observatory, in 1880 ...................................... ------ .... 299,680 
To Observatory, in 188L ............................................... 299,720 
To \Vashington Monument, 1881. .. _. _ .•• _ •... _ ..... __ ........... _ ...... 299,750 
Alterations in the apparatus, as well as farther experiments, are necessary in order 
to reconcile these discordances, find the true velocity, and reduce the results to a 
vacuum. . 
It is also desired to publish drawings of the apparatus. 
For these purposes I respectfullyreqnest that the appropriation of the remainder of 
the amount originally estimated, $2,000, be recommended to Congress, and that the 
item be inserted in the deficiency hill, in order that it may be available as soon as 
practicable. 
Very respecfully, your ouedient senrant, 
Ron. W. H. HUNT, 
Secretm·y of the Xavy, Navy Department. 
No.6. 
SIMON NEWCOMB, 
Supel'intendent Nautical Almanac. 
pAy MARIXE COHPS. 
The Hnm of $104.16 is required to reimburse l\Iaj. GrPen Clay Goodloe, -pa)·master Ma-
rine CorpH, for amount paid nuder proper authority to Mr. Alexander De Souza, clerk 
to Cnpt. \V. A. T. Maddox; the same was disallowecl by the accounting officers of the 
Treasury and checked against him, for the reason that there was no money available 
for the purpose. 
ro. 7. 
CLOTIIIXG MARIXE Conrs. 
To pay for the one-thircl additional quantity of the material and of un-
dress caps, authorized by contract, aud made necessary by the require-
ments of the service, viz: 2,000 yards sky-blue kersey, at $2.4~ per 
yard, as per contract; 500 ~' ards dark-blue cloth, at $3.85 per yard, as 
per contract; 3,000 yards dark-blue flannel, at $1.48 per yard, as per 
contract; 400 nndress caps, at 89 cents per cap. To pay for the making 
oft he material iutQ garments, being for the service of the fiscal year 188~. $19, 681 00 
"The sums required for clothing are made necessary by the increased cost of mate-
rial nn<ler contracts, present yt>ar, over the contract prices of last year, upon 'vhich the 
estimates were based, by the increased cost of manufacturing the material into g-ar-
ments, and by the introduction, this year, of the new clothing bag in place of the old 
knapsack, a chan~e which was made after the appro-priation for clothing present fiscal 
year had passed." 
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No.8. 
CONTINGENT MARINE CORPS. 
To meet expenses at the several marine stations, and a~ the assistant-
quartermaster's office, for freight, ferriage, toll, cartage, funeral ex-
penses of marines, stationery, telegraphing, apprehension of deserters, 
repair of gas and water fixtures, &c., being ~t deficiency for the fiscal 
year 1882. . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2, 500 00 
"The increase asked for contingencies is caused by the greater demand made at the 
stations, and at the assistant-quartermaster's offices for the various articles that come 
under that head, and the slight increase in the cost of these articles. The amount 
asked for contingencies in the estimates submitted for the present fiscal year was re-
ducefl $5,184.00. 
No.9. 
TRA:XSPORTATION AND RECRUITING MARINE CORPS. 
To meet expenses for transportation of troops, an ~l of recruiting serYice, 
being a deficiency for the fiscal year 1882....... . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . • • • • . $3, 000 00 
"An additional sum for transportation and recruiting js required in consequence of 
an unexpected demand having been made upon that ~ppropriation for the transporta-
tion of troops across the isthmus of Panama, the opeuiug of an additional reudezyous, 
and a general increase in the transfer of troops." 
No. 10. 
FORAGJ~ MARINE CORPS. 
To pay accounts for forage in kind for the authorized numbrr of officers' 
horses, being for the serYice of the fiscal year 1882. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4, 346 04 
To pay accounts for forage in kind for the authorized number of officers' 
horses from March 1, 1o June 30, 1881, being a deficiency for the fiscal 
year 1881...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 661 99 
"The amount required for forage was and is caused by the demand made upon the 
Quartermaster's Department to supply forage in kind to the officers entitled to it un-
der the act of February 24, 1881 (21 Stats., p. 347), restoring forage to officers serving 
east of the Mississippi River." 
No. 11. 
CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR. 
The act approved February 23, 1881, making appropriations for t.his bureau, made 
$150,000 immediately available for completing the Brooklyn and Lancaster, and thus 
virtually reduced the regular appropriation for this fiscal year from $1,500:000 to 
$1,350,000. 
The increase in the 11nmber of ships in commission, and in the expeudituresfor for-
eign service, have so far exhausted the funds to the credit of "construction and re-
pair" that without an early appropriation by Congress it will become necessary to 
suspend nearly all construction work in our several navy-yards during the month of 
June next. Under these circumstances, I respectfully but earnestly recommend that 
Congress be asked to appropriate $150,000, available for this bureau during the pres-
ent fiscal year. 
No. 12. 
NAVY DEPART:\IENT, BUREAU OF STEAl\! ENGINEERING, 
Washington, April 19, 1882. 
·with the unexpended ba1ance of appropriation for this bureau we can go on for 
balance of the fiscal year, completing the Hartford at Boston, and Iroquois at Mare 
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Island, and make some progress with the Juniata and Trenton at New York; but to 
do this our force will have to remain reduced as now at Portsmouth, League Island, 
Washington, and Pensacola, where we have practically suspended all operations; also 
no purehases of supplies can be afforded. • 
The following work is in hand at the navy-yards named, bnt suspended for want of 
funds, and the amounts set against each !should be appropriated at once to prosecute 
the work during the fiscal year, viz: 
Omaha, Portsmouth, engines, &c ............ . .......... ·----· ........... . 
Plymouth, Portsmouth, engines, &c ...................................... . 
Juniata, New York, engines, &c ........................................ . 
Trenton, New York, engines, &c ........................................ .. 
Oss~pee, Leag1~e Island, ~ngines, &c ..................................... . 
Ossipee, Washmgton, bo1lers ............................................. . 
Ticonderoga, ·washington, boilers ..................................... _ .. 
Steam Jaunches, Washington, engines, &c ................................ . 
Fortune, Norfolk, engines, &c ........................•................... 
Pinta, Norfolk, engines, &c. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... . 
Albert, Mare Island, new boilers.... . . . . . .. . . • . . • . ...................... . 
Mohic·m, Mare Island, continue work .................................... . 
Monongahela, Mare Island, new boilers ................................. .. 
Tuscarora, Mare Island, new boilers ...................................... . 
For purchase of stores, supplies, &c., for above work and miscellaneous, in-
















Total .............................•................. ~.. . . • • . . . . . . . . 212, 000 
Should this amonnt be appropriated-the necessity would not exist for making im.:. 
Illediately available the sum of $:300,000 of the amount e:stimated for fiscal year 188~-'8:~, 
as requested in bureau's letter dated April 1 ultimo. 
'Fhere should also be appropriated the sum of $442.91 to pay g·eneral average claim 
of 0. M. Vesper & Co., on schooner Ada J. Simonton, referred to in bureau letters 
dated February 25 and December 4, 1879. 
Also, the sum of $:1,000 additional for testing machine, as per bnreau's letter of Jan-
uary 4, 1882. 
TREASURY DEPART:!\mNT, 
OFFICE OF CoMMISSIONER OF CusTOMS, 
Washington City, D. C., Ap1·il17, 1882. 
MY DEAR Sm: In compliance with your verbal request of Saturday morning I in-
close a copy 'lf my letter to the Hon. Secretary of the Treasury, and of the proposed 
amendments to the then existing law in relation to the compensation of inspectors of 
customs. 
With great respect, 
H. C. JOHNSON. 
Ron. EDWIN WILLITS, 
House of Representatives, Washington, D. C. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS, 
Washington City, D. C., Janua1·y 25, 1878. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith the form of an enactment designed to m:!ke 
the law contained in sections 2733 and 2737, Revised Statutes, relating to the salary of 
inspectors of customs, the same as it was prior to the passage of the Revise'd Statutes, 
and of an amemlment to section 3618 relat.ing to the sale of old material. 
Prior to the passage of the Revised Statutes the law allowed the Secretary of the 
Treasury to fix the compensation of inspector>:~ at such sum as he saw tit, not however 
to exceed the maximum per diem of $3, with the power of increasing the maximum 
to $4. 
Under this law inspectors were, in some cases, paid as little as fifty cents a day, 
with perfect satisfaction 11oth to the government and the party employed. 
In section 2733, Revised Statutes, the discretionary power of the Secretary of the 
Treasury in relation to the compensation of inspectors is omitted, and a fixed sum, 
viz, $3, is named for every day's work by an inspector. 
In order to prevent an increase of the expenses of collecting the revenue from ens-
.. 
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toms, and at the same time to keep the force of inspectors intact, the designation of 
those receiving less than $3 a da_y was changed from inspectors to deputy collectors, 
Ol' the time to be employed limited thus-John Smith, deputy collector and inspector, 
at $3 a day when employed, not to exceed $600 a year. It is believed, however, that 
many of the employes so appointed in reality perform .service the whole time, and 
are laying the foundation for claims hereafter to be brought before the Treasnry. 
, It is to prevent the possibility of such claims, to allow greater economy to be prac-
ticed in the collection of the revenue, and to restore the law to its former ba,sis, that 
this change in the law is proposed. 
Un1ler section 3618, as it is at present construed, if an officer of the Treasury is or-
dered to sell old material he must do so at his own expense, as the gross proceeds are 
required to be deposited, without any deduction on account of charges~ ::mel there is 
no appropriation for the payment of bills of this nature. It is to cure this palpable 
injustice that the amenclment to section 3618 is suggested. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. JOHN SnER;\t:Ax, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
II. C. JOHNSON, 
Commissioner of Customs. 
[Substitute for sections 2733 anu 2737, R. S.] 
Each inspector shall receive for every tlay he shall be actually employed in aid of 
the cnstoms such sum as the Secretary of the Treasury may c:lirect, not to exceed three 
{lollars, and the Secretary of the Treasury may increase the compensation of such in-
spectors as be may think advisable to a sum not exceeding four dollars for each day 
actually employed. 
Section 2733 and 2737, Revised Statutes of the United States,- are hereby repealed. 
(Cons1ruction of section 3618.] 
Sect-ion 3618, Hevised Statutes of the United States, shall be construed to allow the 
payment of all proper claims for the advertisement, storage, bandling, and sale of old 
material or other public property out of the proceeds derived from such sale before 
they are deposited and covered into t.he Treasury. 
[Compens11tion of inspectors of the customs.] 
DEPARTMENT 01<' JUSTICE, 
OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR OF THE TREASURY, 
Washington, D. C., October 9, 1tl76. 
Sm: I have the honor to report that I have carefully considered the questions in-
volved in the claim of James D. Green for alleged arrears due him as compensation 
for his services as inspector of the customs at Punt.a Ro1la, Fla., from August 18, 1874, 
to FeiJruary 1, 1875, submitted to me in your communication of the 5th instant, and 
arrived at the following conclusions. They may be arranged in answer to the fol-
lowing questions: 
1. ·what sum per diem is an inspector of customs entitled to receive 7 
2. For what time during any given term of hi1l holding that oftice is he entitletl to 
be paid~ 
3. Is he estopped by his own receipt for a less sum, as full compensation for his serv-
ict·s, from claiming the compensation established by law f 
1. The act of March 2, 1799, fixed the per diem compensation of inspectors of the 
customs at a sum not exceeding $2 (1 Statutes at Large, p. 701). The act of April 26, 
1...;16, added 50 per centum to tbia compensation. The statutes prior to December 1, 
1873, left a discretion with the Secretary of the Treasury to fix tho compensation of 
inspectors, $2 being the maximum until1816, and $3 the maximum from 1816 to 1873. 
·when the Revised Statutes went into effect they fixed$:~ as the minimum of per diem . 
compensation, giving the Secretary the discretion to increase it to a maximum of $4 
This was the law during the time Green was employed as an inspector, and for which 
he no\\; claims arrears of compensation. It is not claimed that the Secretary had ever 
increased his compensation, so that $3 was his rate of daily pay under the law. 
'!'he contract is the statute, and not any parol or written agreement be may have 
entered into with the Secretary of the Treasury or with the collector of the district 
in which he was a customs officer. If he bad been overpaid his statute compensation, 
tl10ugh with the consent of the collector and Secretary, the excess could be recovered 
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back. Snits are pending, directed by this office, to recover back salaries claimc<.l to 
have been paid by Treasury officers without warrant of law. If settlements and con-
tracts rati tied by the accounting officers of the Treasury cannot override the req1iire-
ments of the- statutes when more than the legal salary is paid, they cannot equitably 
defeat the beneficiary provis~ons of t>tatutes that increase the compensation of public 
officers. From and after the Revised Statutes wenb into effect, and while he continued 
an inspector of customs, the rate of compensation to which James D. Green was en-
titled was $3 a day. · 
2. For what time shall an inspeetor of customs be paid at the rat<> of $3 per day? 
The statute says for "the time he is actually employed." This lauguagc is not new 
in the Revised Statutes. 
It has been the limit of the service of an inspector ever since the national customs 
service was established. An inspector is not now, and never has been, entitled to 
compensation except .for the time he has been actually employed. \Vhat is to be con-
sidered actual employment f Much of the service of a customs officer is vigilant and 
preventative. He is at hand not so much to do ofl1cia,l acts as to prevent other per-
sons from committing breaches of the law; to observe and report any transactions 
whereby. the revenue migbt. be defrauded. To say tbat no cnstoms officer was actually 
employed, excepting for the time he was actua1ly hauling smuggled goods, or boarding 
merchant vessels, or receiving cash for duties, or issuiug or recording custom-house 
papers, would be to overlook the value and necessity of the official services of the 
gn·at borly of customs officers. The importations of foreign merchandise are made 
principally into five of the great ports, New York, Boston, Baltimore, New Orleans, 
and San Francisco, and only the revenue officers of those JJOI'fs are constantly and 
acti\·ely employed in collecting duties. But it would never do to abolish all the other 
collection districts of the extensive coasts an(l frontiers, and dismi!'s the revenue offi-
cers employed there, because it is hy their vigilance alone that the foreign trade is 
maintaine<l in itslegitimatP. channels, and ma(le to contrilmto its ,inst equivalent of 
revenue. To discriminate against those revenue officers who were not actually em-
ployed in collecting revenue or iloing some active customs service would be like pay-
ing only those night watchmen who should catch lawless men in the act of burglary 
or setting incendiary fires, and refusing pay to all those whose vigilance bad prevented 
these crimes. Certainly in either case prevention is better than cure 1 aml ought to be 
as well compensated. 
An inspector of customs is to bcconsideredasaotnallyemployecl when he is in his district 
in a position to perform promptly and efficiently any and a.ll of the duties pertaining to 
his office. Such official employment is not incompatible with other employments of 
a public and private cha,racter. Thus, an inspector may be at the same time a post-
master and keep an office, a tradesman and keep a store, or a mechanic and keep a 
shop, and if he is all the time in lt position to perform promptly and efficiently the duties 
of au inspector, he is to be considered as actually employed as an inspector. The f~tct that 
he has a public place of business, unless the same is unfavorably situated, is an :ul-
vantage both to the government and to the public having to deal with him in his 
official capaciry. Of course there are employments, such as that of a mariner or 
traveling agent, which would take him from his district, or of a millman, machiHist, 
or day laborer, when his time would not be at his own disposal, which would be of 
themselves inconsist<•nt with his being employed all the time as an inspector. In the 
absence of proof that a person holding the office of inspector of customs was totally 
disabled by sickness or absence from performing his official duties, or was engaged 
simultaneously in some absorbing employment incompatible with the effective dis-
charge of bis official duties, I thiuk it is legally presumable that he is employed all 
the time that he holtls himself in readiness to do the senices pertaining to his office. 
and does sue h services as become necessary. 
This principle has been firmly established by the usage of the Treasury Department 
eYer since the establishment of the government. Not only are the officers of the 
Treasury, ·whose pay is determined by the year, allowed f11ll compensation without 
a batemcnt for Sundays, holidays, and also during a vacntion, not exceeding thirty 
days, but the same privilege is extended to those subordinate officers of the customs 
whose pay is determined by the <lay. · 
\Yare's case, vol. 7, Court Claims, page 565, au<l Sleigh case, vol. 9, Court Claims 1 
page 369, have been cited hy the counsel for the claimant, IJut I do not think they arc 
applicable. In those cases it was held that a clerk in the Treasury Department, 
whose annual salary was fixed by law, might receive his whole salary, although the 
facts in his case show that during the part of the year he was incapacitated an<l did 
not perform the duties of his office. But the metho<l of compensation of inspectors. 
is entirely different. They are paid by the day for the t,ime actually emp1oy:ed, and 
there must be actual employment to entitle them to their compensation. I under-
stand that it has been the uniform practice of the Treasury Department to pay in-
spectors for the entire year at whatever rate per diem has been fixed by law. 
This must be considered a construction by the Treasury Department that actual 
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emplo~Tment in case of an inspector is holding one's self ready every day to perform 
whatever official duties the situation may require, and as such officer is liable to be 
called upon to perform such duties on Sundays, holidays, and even during sickness, 
no deduction has been made of those days. (2 Opinions Attorney-General, 558; 4 
Opinions Attorney-General, 470; 10 Opinions Attorney-General, 52.) 
The Supreme Court held, in United States v. Gilmore (8 'Vall, 330), "that construc-
tions of statutes in :relation to the accounts of individuals with the United States 
made by the accounting officers of the Treasury, especially when so long-continued 
as to become a rule of departmental practice, are entitled to great con.,ideration, and 
will in general be adopted by this court.'' 
In Green's case the accounting officers seem to have nndited and allowed his ac-
counts, allowing him to charge every day of the year. 
This seems to be a determination by the department of his term of service, a mat-
ter which was plainly within its jurisdiction. The mistake, if anywhere, was in 
fixing his rate of compensation, which the statute had determined, and which was 
not within its jurisdiction. The department has no right to change the per diem 
which is fixed by statute at $3. It had a right, an<.l it was its duty, to determine the 
term of service, and it has :fixed that as continuing through the whole year. 
3. The receipt of the claimant for a sum less than the lawful per diem, although 
acknowledged to be "in full form~- compensation," does not preclude him from claim-
ing any additional compensation to which he was legally entitled. A receipt is never 
anything but pdma facie evidence of satisfaction, and is open to contradiction. A 
settlement made under a mistake of his legal rights will not bind the claimant. As 
I have said before, an overpayment might be recovered back, and for the same rea-
son an unpaid balance, though afterwards discovered, may be legally and fairly 
claimed. 
I am reminded that upon a settlement of this claim depen<ls many other of a simi-
lar character, the allowance of which will reqnire a considerable sum to be taken 
from the Treasury 
The head of the Treasury Department will be likely to consider what remedies may 
be within his reach against what I justly think may be deemed a piece of inconsider-
ate and improvident legislation. One remedy that has been proposed is to cause in-
spectors to be employed only a certain definite number of days in the year, and have 
that contract of employment expressed in their appointment. But I do not see how 
any greater activity of service can be secured for a part of the year, arbitrarily 
selected, than for the whole year, if from the nature and situation of the district the 
service is of that negative and merely preventive character whose utility I have con-
considered; nor do I see how with safety the necessary vigilance of customs officers 
can be intermitted for certain previously-determmecl periods, without exposing the 
nat;onal revenue to depredation. If inspectors are necessary at all U.tey are necessary 
an the time. 
Another prudential measure is to employ detective officers to watch the inspectors, 
and report when they are emplo~Ted and when they are idle. But, '' q1tis custodiet cus-
toile8," will it not he necessary to employ other detectives to watch the detectives, 
whom you pay by the day to watch the inspectors, to see that the detectives do a just 
day's work, and so ad infinitn-m. 
Besides your detective's report is worthless. He says, perhaps he found this officer 
doing nothing whatever, or cobbling shoes, or playing checkers. But there was noth-
ing for him to do, and yet his very idleness was useful and necessary to the govern-
ment, for he was at his post of duty, and, though idle, his very presence and authority 
preserved the revenue from depredation. · 
Better than either of these methods is the more effectual remedy of restoring by leg-
islation of Congress the discretion which the law had place<l in the Secretary of the 
Treasury ever since the beginning of the government, to fix: the compensation of in-
spectors according to the place, duties, and in reference to the fact that the complete 
discharge of its duties is not inconsistent with some other employment. 
Doubtless in the principal ports, where there are larger importations, and where 
customs officers of all grades are const.antly aml respopsibly employed, their pay ought 
to be clear np to the maxirnnm ftxe<l by law. 
But there are many collection districts antl ports where the duties of an iuspector 
are almost '''holly vigilant and J)reventive rather than active, where the per diem 
might be fixed at even the primitive rate, with refe1:ence to the fact that some other 
kinds of business were not incompatible with the sufficient discharge of the duties of 
the office. 
I return the papers presentP.d with the reference. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. LOT 1\f. MORRILL, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
GEORGE F. TALBOT, 
Solicitor of the Treas1o·y. 
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(Indorsement.] 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
October 14, 18i6. 
The inclosed cases are respectfully referred to the First Auditor for examination and 
settlement, in accordance with the opinion of the Solicitor as given thereon. 
L. l\f. ·MORRILL, 
Sec1·etary. 
The allowed claims reported by the Secretary of the Treasury to Congress for an 
appropriation, found on pages 13-20 of H. Ex. Doc. No. 26 of this session, are for the 
lawful compensation of inspectors of customs under sections 2733 and 2738 of the Re-
vised Statutes. 
For the time covered by these claims the inspectors, in whose favor the amounts are 
severally certified, were paid less than the lawful salary. Such payments by the col-
lectors of customs were not a discharge of the full salary, but were partial payments 
only. These reported allowances are the difference between such partial payments 
and the full lawful salary, and when paid will just complete the lawful salary which 
should have been originally paid. 
The law on this point is plain, emphatic, and decisive, leaving no option or discre-
tion in the Secretary of the Treasury or other officer in regard to the salary to be paid. 
·when au inspector was appointed and qualified and entered upon his dutief3 the law 
unconditionally deterrnined his salary. 
The inspectors were in office at the time the law wc's enacted which fixeu their salary at 
$3 per day, absolutely, and there was no agreement, understanding, contract, or suggestion 
between the clepartment and the inspectors that they tum·e to receive less than the full la u'ful 
salary. 
These claims are not old or stale. None of them date prior to June, 1874. 
The Solicitor of the Treasury gave an opinion favorable to the payment of the full 
legal salary, which was approved by Secretary Lot M. Morrill, and in pursuance thereof 
the allowances were made. Yet, in fact, no allowance has been made except after a 
special official report from the collector under whom the inspector served, showing his 
daily attendance upon duty and the kind of service rendered. 
That these inspectors obtained vested rights under the statute by their services, no 
one can deny. 
The greater number of these claims have been already paid; many have been paid 
by the department out of current funds, and Congress has th1·ee times appropriated for 
their payment. (Sec. 20, Stat., 421, Stat., 255 and 4~9.) The law has been modified so 
as to give the Secretary of the Treasury authority to employ inspectors at a compen-
sation less than $3 per day in snch places as he may be able. Hence no new cases can 
arise. 
The Supreme Court in the very recent cases of Merritt rs. ·welsh (sugar cases) and 
of the United States vs. Temple reaffirmed and pointedly stated the doctrine that tho 
executive departments have no right to modify or nullify existing law. Hence they 
could make no valid agreements repugnant to law. 
It follows that the inspectors should be paid according to law, and that ihe neces-
sary appropriation should be made as a matter of course. 
Respectfully submitted . 
.A statement of the law governing the sala1·y of inspecto1·s of customs. 
By the act of March 3, 1799 (1 Stat., 707), the compensation of inspectors of customs 
was established at a sum not exceeding $2 for every day of actual employment. By 
the act of April26, 1816 (3 Stat., 306), thatcompensatioh was increased 50percentum, 
so that each inspector became entitled to a salary not exceeding $3 for each day of 
actual employment. Under these provisions of law $3 became the maximunt limit of 
compensation, and so remained until the act of April29, 1864 (13 Stat., 61), which au-
thorized the Secretary of the Treasury to increase the maximum compensation to $4 per 
day, which, by other enactments, continues to be the highest rate of pay authorize(l 
by 1a w for inspectors of customs. (SeeR. S., sec. 2737.) 
Until the enactment of the Revised Statutes (June 22, 1874) there had neYer been 
a ntinimum limitation to the salary of inspectors. Prior to that date any compensa-
tion less than $3 per day, which the inspector might accept and the Secretary of the 
Treasury approve, became his lawful salary. 
By section 2733 of the Revised Statutes $3 per day became the minimum salary; no 
discretion or authority was vested in or permitted to the Secretary to pay a less com-
pensation. The statute was couched in positive and mandatory language, as fol1ows: 
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''Each inspector shall receive for every day he shall be actually employed in aid of 
the customs $3 ; and for every other person that the collector may find it necessary 
and expedient to employ, as occasional inspector, or in any other way in aid of the 
revenue, a like sum, while actually so emplo,yed, not exceeding $3 for e\rery day so 
employed." 
And, as if it were the)pecial intention of Congress that there should be no evasion 
of section 2733, it was provided in section 2738 that "all aids to the revenue or others 
})erforming the duties of inspectors of customs in any collection district, shall be pai(l 
the same per diem compensation as inspectors of customs." 
By the act of June 20, 1878 (20 Stat., 217), the compensation of inspectors for serv-
ice at niCTht was reduced so as not to exceed $2.50 per night; and by the act of June 
10. 1 80 (21 Stat., 173), the Secretary of the Treasury was authorized to increase the 
compensation of such inspectors to a sum not exceeding $3 for each night's senice. 
By the act of March 3, 1881 (21 Stat., 429), it is provided "that hereafter the Sec-
retar;r of the Treasury may appoint inspectors of customs at a compensation less than 
$3 per day when, in his judgment, the public service will permit." 
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